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INTRODUCTION

This issue of the Courier, the last fur 19861 end the last Lin this format, includes a
series of papers concerned eith exploring the role that adult education can play
in developing 'communities'.

The ferst paper by T.M. Sakya provides an overview of adult education in Asia
'and the Pacific from his perspective as Educadon Adviser at the Unesco
Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok, lie emphasises
the vastness ef the region and the fact that 63 per cent of de betel world
popelation live within it. lie also points to the rapid change that has
characterised this region over the past decade and the role that adult ede -ation
has played, and should play, to help people adapt tO that change.

He discusses the role of literacy as a step on the ladder to helping people adapt
to change but points out that this work must be related to the reality of people's
lives and is not an end in itself. He goes oe to discues the other aspects of
adult education and the need for more researeh to be undertaken to develop a
better understanding of adult learning and methods of teaching lie also argies,
as do many of the other papers, that formal

education alone cannot cope with the
problems facing this region. Formal and Nonformal Education mest be linked
together to maximise the efforts put into education if reel development is to take
place, The authors also believe that nonformal educatice should he receiving a
greater share of education funding and suppoit from governments.

Sunthorn Sunanchai argues that governments alone J1 never be able to meet the
demand. Motivation of people to help themselves will be necessary given the
large numbers of adults who could benefit from increased knowledge, and the
empowerment that this can bring.

Dr, Wijetunge, the Secretary-General of ASPBAE, was the keynote speaker atthe
opening session of the 1986 ASPDAE Region 3 Conference in Macau. The
conference discussed the role that adult education cee play in the development
of communities and following on from that to national development He points
out that lifelong learning is not new to Asia and draws OA hl bowledge of
nuddhism as an illuetration of this, He emphasises that adult education should
always be focused on the dieadvantaeed

members of our societiee with the aim of
giving them the means to overcome their situation and gain equality.

He believes that the greatest threat facing humanity at this time is nuclear wae.
He dresses the important role that adult educatioe can play in bringing people
of all nations closer together and helping people to realise that we are all part

:of, one human family whose future is dependent on au of us coixisting in
harmony,

The other six papers were written by adult educators in countries of this region
and ouUne the role that adult educatioe is playing ie thek countries and what
they hope to achieve in the future. Despite the differences in political systems
and histeriral background the problems facing our countries are stzikingly

eeelk elalism has been a part of the historical background of many
countries, of:ell leaving a legacy of neglect and/or inequality.

Many countre edult education programs were commenced with the aim of
eradicating ilee:eracy but have since moved on to a wider range of activities that
assist people to develop not only as individuals but as productive members of
their societies. Sunthorn Sunanchai imagines a future where there is great

flexThility of provision and content uf adele education that can meet the needs of
each and every adult no matter whatthose needs are. He believes that people
should help each other and therneelvea and not to rely on governments whose
reeources must always be litted. If opie are encouraged and aided to help
themselves he sees no limit to what cm be achieve&

At the end of this issue there is a let ef organizations which play a role th the
coordinatioe and development of adultinonforraal education in this region. It Le
not exhaustive but contains the name of organizations which are members of
ASPBAE or with which ASPBAE has regular contaot. If you would like to add to
thie list further names can be included in the next issue.

y vonne Beslop



MAJOR CHALLENGES AND PROSPECT OF ADULT EDUCATION

FOR THE YEAR 2000

Sakya

Education Adviser

unesco Regional Office for Education

in Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok

This paper was presented at the ASPHAE Conference on Adult
Education and Mass media for Civic Education, New Delhi, India,
10-19 September 1985.

Regional Context

Asia and the Pacific Region of Unesco has 31 Member States spread over a vast
area from Turkey in the West to Japan and Tonga in the East, U.S.S.R. and
Mongolia in the North to New Zealand in the South.

Among the 31 Member States of the Region, four Member States, i.e. Australia,
Japan, New Zealand and the U.S.S.R. are developed countdes. The other 27 are
developing countries. In the developed countries there is a residual illiteracy
estimated between 1 and 5 per cent which is a matter of concern to these
countries.

The Region had 3,047 million population in 1988 amounting to 63 per cent of the
world's population. Of the total populadon, 417 million (i.e. 13.7 per cent) live
in the four developed countries, and the rest 2,629 i1flon (i.e. 86.3 per cent)
live in the 27 developing countries. The developing countries are not a
homogenous group, Some are developing faster than others.

Profound change is taking place in Asia and the Pacific, affecting all people in
the region. Those dynamic forces of change have great bearing on adult
education and other levels of education in the Region.

This Region has demonstrated a great vitality in the field of socio-economic
. development. It is well known that this region has developed from a food
deficient area to a food surplus area within a decade.

An Economic and Social Situation Report says:

It is difficult to predict what the future holds. Certabily macro .
economic performance in the region has been better than might
have been expected. A number of MAP developing countries
registered GDP growth rates at relatively satisfactory levels of 4
to 6 per cent during 1984, a considerably better performance thaQ
in some other developing and developed regions of the world.'

Similarly the urbanization process is very fast in this region. The urban
PoPulatiOs has increased from 650 million in 1970 to 886 million in 1980. It is
estimated that by the year 2000, 43 per cent of this Region's population will be
urban.

A new demographic trend in Asia is evident in lower growth rates, although the
rates remain high in several developing countries in the Pacific. The decline in
fertility in many countries appears attributable to improved literacy levels,

114 ,
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better education of gfrls and women, a riga in the avObr,g4gt. narIg
the impact of family planning and population eluosti:';'NA:), NoMes.

Although the absolute annual popdation incteate in kfk..5.4 A 1r9e, t,hekkr

declining rate of increase, even when discounted fa urtWA014 ktalkti
of fertility patterns', b significant, 7adeed, the low fvkliptes lrh Knic
developing counties of the region have already led damAod tatcc
primary.school places. Ihis in turn is posing smile rie0 toloylve .prohl.ern3.,;,
such as the tedeplopent of prima teachert 04,60 nks anO ta
conversion of excess school facilities,

Changing Regional Educational Scone

Development of education it the region at all levels P

Enrolment figures for the period 1970.1982 reVeal at leatAgkNOral tleriCla
the region. Enrolments at all levels increased in t-.:krit keuilliduotriatzedio
counUies and in the developing coUntries eltditaditv; a-A, Oh had a?id
fluctuations during this period), but the rate of ititte3A Od+In dring track-7,_
latter half of the 19105 except for a jump in the fitst4-..,),Ajaolinent 1 tpk-E.3
industrialized couritien as a whole, A seconcl botabiae h the gtadttet-il

dirottly refleet,S0decline In the proporhon of first level to total. Warne
the more rapid expansion of the post-primary levels,

Universal primary Winton was first adopted at a gok t-A,h gAriks of tile 's
Asian region in the 'brat Plan' (1960), which propooew Ntiliey country of
this region should provide a system of universal, cordiry4A4 $11 [tee prima
education a seven yeere or more within a period of not illc::::4.116011 mars 19 60'
19801...". This target has not been attained, 40 tA mote rs'Did
expansion of the pogation than foreseen irt 1960, fjoykaA of the
shortfall is attributable to a slackening of the akpansicn VdsOation ii I
the early 1970s, which followed changes in the ot10,5tiA hveloPmllt
policies of some countnen.

In the last two or three decades, second-level and thi6-41,0eati,ori haVo a
expanded at a much fader rate than eduCation at tlt-Ae (kOel. Ir t)le
industrialized countries of the region, secOndery ed0ckAtV1 jilkame ajmoL
universal. In the developing countries, the expansion Otkz, 0,4fahas brnaglit
to the fore two kor concerns - the question of relawnekni Yl)ted in solne
countries by rising unemployment and under,employalot,Atf "ally Wog
secondary school-leaves, and the question of quakY !yeAn.

One of the important developments in recent yearn, PaitzAitiN1011m tine mid'
1970s, is the evotutto in several countries of tekstrld0 nort.,fqrmol
education programme& Many non-forrnal progratainV4 Ptovid-ing
educational opporturtes for young people who were 4Nr-,AA the forrool
system; for example din Equivalency Ptogrammes Iklov Viat llanlfs
Complementary Education Programme, China's SparertAikvi -1011 Oto01,11
Programme. Non4oroalptogrammes may involve adult IkAhr,4001 and tanV
from post-literacy [rogues (e.g. Indonesia) to wiy oopoot and
production-oriented adult education programmes, sLI* S thi!Vublic
Korea's Saemaul movement. Unfortunately, reliable ci,itta numper'
people involved in non.fornal programmes are not pt AVtA1/0 Unt
of the region.



Problem of Molt illitency in the Re Oen

The great civilizations and rich cultures of Asia and the PacUic Region have
always equated illiteracy with ignorance and considered it abhorrent to the
dignity of mankind, In spite of this historical background however, the Asia and
Pacific regions have remained a major seat of illiteracy for centuriee.

In 1985, three quarters of the world's illiterate popelation of 15 years and above
lived in this region. In spite of impressive growth of schools and colleges, the

problem of illiteracy has not yet been solved. Actually, the number of

illiterates (15 years and above) has been increasing, from 537 million in 1970 to
618 million in 1985.

But the rate of illiteracy has decreased slightly from 46.4 per cent On 1970 to
36,3 per cent in 1985,

These statistics show that at present the rate at which people are gaining
literacy in this region is outstripped by the rate of population growth. At the

same time a very high number of dropouts Ln the primary schools 2 adding more

people to the pool of illiterates,

It is clear that if illiteracy is to be eradicated in the Region by the year 2000,
the increase in the literacy rate must increase far more rapidly than the increase
in population,

Regional aggregates, however, disguise the very large differences among the
countries end the very sig;dficant progress achieved by many of them.
According to the rate of literacy, the developing countries of the region could
be categorized into the following three groups.4

1, Eleven counties have achieved 80 per cent or higher literacy

rates. They are Demoeratic People's Republic of Korea,

Maldives, Mongolia, the Philippines, Republic of Korea, Samoa,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand,. Tonga and Viet Nam.

2. Six countries have achieved 50 per cent to 30 pez cent rates.
They are Fiji, Cleina, Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia and Turkey.

3. Seven counties have less than 50 per cent literacy rates.
They are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Iran, Nepal, Pakistan,
and Papua New Guinea.

2

aohlem in Primary Education and Froblem of Out-of-School Children and Youths

The problems of prieeary education in many countries have rltrect linkages with
the problem of aiteracy. According to data, most of the countries in the
region have achieved more than 85 per cent gross enrolment in the primary
schoo, but the countries have found that the gross enrolment rate is not a
sufficient iedicator of universal primary education and they have broadened the
definition of urdeersal primary education to include universal retention and
universal achievement.5

Dropout ie a serious problem DI many countries in the region. Available data on

dropout rates show that some countries have as high as 80 per cent dropout rate
im the primary schools. More than 23 million ch/dren dropped out each year

before reaching grade four at the end of the 1970s.

Similarly there was an average of 10-12 per cent grade repetition in many
countries lii the region at the same period. Those who repeat grades are also
ones most likely to drop out of schools. Some studies have shown that children

who drop out before completing four years of primary education have a strong
tendency to lapse into illiteracy.

Achievement level of primary school children ie also a mairer of great concern
for many countries in the region. Assessment studies have been made of the

outcomes of the primary school system in Austalia, Malaysia, Nepal, the
Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Sd Lanka, Thailand and in some States of

India. In almost all cases, the level of achievement of the children has been
found less than satisfactory.

It is obvious that the primary education system in many developing countiles has
not been able eo provide education to all the children and youths in those
counties and as a result a vast number of children and youths are not in school.
In 1982, more than 350 million children and youths between 6-23 years of age
were out-ofeschools amounting to 58.8 per cent of the total populaton of this
age group.

The children who are out of school today will grow up to be adult illiterates in
the future and the children with incomplete schooling will aleo become semi-
literate or functionally illiterate, if literacy and basic education opportunities
are not provided for them now,

The education and teething of out-of-school children are vitally important
because of their potential contribution to national development and their
individual development. Many countrees in the Region have come to realize the

problem, They are organizing nonformal education for out-of-school children
and youths but the attempts are not enough yet in many countries to tackle the
problem effectively.

It is now quite evident that there 2 a very high degree of correlation between
primary education and literacy, A number of studies have shown that level of

education of the parente has significant influence upon the children, That is

why all available data show that where there is a severe adult illiteracy problem,
the primary education could not make satisfactory progress. Needless to say,

where adult illiteracy continues to increase there primary education is weak.

An effective strategy to eliminate illiteracy requitieg both primary education
and literacy programmes should be inplemented in a co-ordinated and integrated



manner. The Chinese call it "walking on two legs",

Adult Education in the Region

Adult education is normally developed to meet some eocio-economic and
educational need of societies and countries, and it th qdte natural for such vast
region as Asia and the Pacific that adult education programmes are marked with
divereity rather than uniformity. Thes diversity is even apparent in the
terminology and definition of adult education. Such terms as adult education,
non-formal education, continuing education, social education, mass education,
workers/peasants education, or complementary education are used in various
countries with different definitions and connotations.

Wh 2e acknowledging the vast range of diversities in the scope and neure of
adult education programmes, the Regional Seminar on Adult Educaon and
Development in Asia and the Pacific (Bangkok, 1 980 ) attempted to classify them
into the followthg four broad categories:

Programmes addressed to:

mervival needs

growth needs
medial needs
anticipatory needs

Some Trends and Problems in the Development of Adult Education

Those countries witch still have serious problems of illiteracy are giving priority
to the eradication of illiteracy under their Adult Education Programmes, but
those countries which are reaching the threshold of universal literacy are more
concerned with the provision of continuing and lifelong education to meet the
growth needs for enhancement of production capabifity, for improvement of home
and family life, for greater civic partIcipation and ultimately for the overall
development of the individual, the family, the community and nation. The

programmes include training for improved farming, vocational training or
retraining of unemployed and under-employed youth, skill and management
training for factory and workshop workers and sei!employed workers.°

A major problem confrondng adult educators in many developing counteles is hOw

to overcome the latent inertia that hinders the acquisition of new knowledge,
slab and attitudes. In several countries strategies to motivate adults by
relating adult educator: to felt needs has become an area of considerable
interest. Since needs and problems are closely tied up with social, economic and

envfronmental factors, efforte are being made to conscientlze them to become
critically aware of their situation and thereby set in motion a process by which
the adult learners become sell-reliant and acquire mastery over their own lives.

Planning and Governance of Adult Education

Countries in the region differ significantly with regard to the policy planning,
organization and management of adult education. In several developing
countdes, educational planning including adult education is clearly linked with
development planning. The least developed countries and those with a
predominantly illiterate populadon recognize literacy as a major factor in
socio-economic progress and consider adult education/functional literacy as a
means for rural development or national development, to alleviate rural poverty.

Some countries with a high literacy rate in Southeast Asia aim at spreading
edueational opportunity to everyone to be productive and responsible citizens,
The socialist counties of the region define adult education clearly within their
development plans. However, the ak between adult education and development
planning is more obscure in many of the industrially developed coentries

Wh2e in all the socialist counties and many of the developing countries, adult
education comes under the ditect responsibty of the government, either as an
integral part of educational adminietraten or as a separate orgaeization,
department or directorate, a few countries leave adult education largely to the
non-government sector, for example, Australia and New Zealard, Many

countries are situated between these two opposite patterns, namely central
government, local government and nonegovanment sectors assume responsibility,
although the coordination among them is not evident.

Problems which peetain to practically all countries in the region are coorithatioe
- between school education authorities and adult educational agencies, between
various development agencies and those responsible for adult education. Even

in those management systems where the responsibility for school education and
adult education rests with the same agency, the close coordination of the two is
not evident. With the excepton of a few counties, adult education Ls not
enriched by the contributions which various development agencies could make to
such programmes, and conversely education of the beneficiaries of the
development programmes, while lip service is paid, is seldom undertaken ie a
coordinated manner.

There is an urgent need to develop a systematic overall adult education plan at
national level on one side and to establish a close and effective link between
adelt education and other development programmes.

An increasing awareness of the importance of adult education is evident in many

Countries but resources made available to it by governments are extemely
limited. while the data on fthancial provisions for adult education are not
readily available, the analysis of limited data already shows a striking
disproportion of the provision for adult education compared to the budget for
school education, In many countries, the allocation for adult education is less
than 1 percent of the total education budget. Of course, this does not apply to
those countries where adult education is largely left to non-government sectors
or to those socialist countries where no separate data is available for the budget
of school and non-formal education and the funds come from tade unions,
factories and cooperatives, as well. Major projects in adult education in
developing countries are often assisted by the international ageneies such as the
World Bank, Unesco or by bilateral doeors.

Personnel and Training

Adult education programmes In Asia and the Pacific employ many part-dme and
volentary workers in addition to full-time adult educaton of ficials and
specialists in the governments and other bodies. Some of the full-dine adult
education workers are trained at universities and colleges, but the majority of
part-time and voluntary workers lack appropriate educational background and
training. School teachers are often used as the agents of adult education but it
has proved that scheal teachers cannot function effectively without appropriate
training in dealing with adults and ao without adequate incentives. There are
many short-term Mining courses by government departments/directorates,



resource centres etc, but more systematic schemes of training are generally
deed. The training programmes and courses at universities and colleges are
not adequately developed yet and there exists oely a handful of institutions
which offer couses on adult education.

However, there are already some specialized institutions to train different adult
education personnel in Asia, They are, for example:

The Directorate of Adult Education, National and State Resource
centres, India.

National Learning Activities Development Centres (BPKB) in

Indonesia,

Una Igbal Open Univeraity, Pakistan.

Regional Non-Formal Education Centres, Thailand.

NaUonal Social Educaton Training Institute, Japan.

Ctumictum kit Katy: lals Development

For deciding caricdum, study of the specific cllentele group's needs and
problems is essential, but the lack of curriculum development methods suited for

various types of adalt education and the inadequate training of personnel in
curriculum development are considered as serious problems in the region.
Research and studies th cariculum development incluEng methods of teaching
need vigorous attention at the country level as well as at the inter-country

leveL

Although there are some attempts to make curricula flexible, based on learners
needs and problems, such flexibility is not so common in the learning materials
for adult edacation, Most of the countries use mainly textbooks in adult
education programmes, non-book metals's like posters, pamphlets, chartsi etc.
are used to a lesser extent, and often without well thought-out design.

Since adult education reading materials have no big market in many countries,
private publishers have not taken much interest in this field, and there are not
enough good writers for addt education,

Development of professional support materials for different types of

professionals working in the field.is another area which needs urgent attention.
Curriculum development speciali.sts, materials writers, planners, advertisers,
researchers and instructors face the shortage of resource materials. In many

countries documentation and clearinghouse services devoted to adult education

are not available.

Konitang, Evv luatInn and Research

The countries in the region are showing thcreasfrag interest in mordoring,
evaluation and research in adult education, There is, however, some confusion

in evaluaUon because of misundentanding among many programme implementors

that evaluation means fault Luling. There is also an unenitng argument over
relative merits of formative evaluation, summadve evaluation, internal
evaluation and external evaluation as if they are distinctly separate types of
evaluation. Another basic problem is that some programme's objectives and
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goals are not stated in measurable terms to carry out objective evaluation. In
any case monitoring and evaluation are far from satisfactory at present partly
due to the lack of trained personnel but mainly due to the absence of adequate
infrastructure.

The adult educators are becomthg more aware now that adult education needs
more research backing to solve some of its fundamental problems and to develop
better understanding of adult learning behaviours and methods of teaching
adults. The problem in research is that the adult education programme managers

lack experWe to undertake research studies and they are not enlisting co-
operation from the experts in the universities to undertake researches. The

universities and other research institudons do not take much intent in research
actiAties related to fundamental problems and issues in adult education due to
the lack of understanding of the problems on the one hand and lack of funds on
the other.

Prospect of Adult Education in the Re On

The Fifth Re4onal Conference of Ministers of Education and Those Responsible
for Economic Planning and the Fourth International Conference on Adult
education were emphatic in recommending the eradication of illiteracy among
adults RS the first priority in Asia and the Pacffic.7

Eradicating Illiteracy in the Region

Literacy is now universally recognised as a basic human n'ght and a liberating
force for the individual as weil as being essential for national uaty and for
national development. Policy declarations and planning documents of all the
Member States in Ada and the pacific accept it as such.

The countries also agree that illiteracy t not an thdependent phenomenon. It is
intimately associated with political and socio-economic problems of the
countries. Hence political leaders, economic planners and educationists of the
Member States have expressed support for the eradication of illiteracy.

The urgency for the need to eradicate illiteracy was fully reflected in the
discussions of the Fifth Regional Conference of Ministers of Education and
Those Responsible for Economic Planning. The third session of the Advi2ory
Committee on Regional Co-operation on Education held in Bangkok on 15-18
March 1985 immedately after MrNED AP V had enumerated a series of steps

towards developing and implementhig the major Regional Literacy Programme In
the Region.

National Literacy Situation

The groundwork for the preparation of the Major Regional Literacy Programme
has been provided by the National Studies of Literacy Situation prepared by the
Member States which have illiteracy problems, in co-operation with Unesco. So

far thirteen countries, i.e. Afghanistan, Bangladesh, &Irma, China, India,
Indonesia, Laos, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Viet Nam and Thailand

have conducted national studies. These national studies include their plans for
eraacatng illiteracy within the century. Ten National Studies have already
been publithed.

Almost all countries which have submitted National Studies of their literacy
situadon have stated that they have planned to eradicate illiteracy by the year
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2000. Only two counhies said that it will be difficult to do so, On the basis of
these National. Stu lies and othsr informadon thVember States of the Region
are classified into the followthg three groups.°

Group A; Full Literacy achievable by 1990 or earlier

Burma, Malaysia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Mongolia, Singapore,
Republic of Korea, Philippines, Naives, Fiji, Samoa and Tonga
(7 per cent of the region s population),

Group B: Fia literacy achievable hy around 1995

China, Indonesia, Viet Nam and Tnrkey (44 per cent of the
region's population),

Group C: Full or high levels of literacy achieve* by around
the year 2000

India, Lao FOR, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanttan, Iran,
Papaa New Guinea and Nepal (34 per cent of the region's
population).

* Due to lack of informadon, policy about literacy of some countries has
not been included in the list.

Developthg Effective Strategies for Eradicating Llliteracy

A panel of literacy experts which met In Bangkok in 1983 (21 November to 2
December 1983) had analysed the facts and information provided in the National
Stales of Literacy Situation of the Members States and it had suggested a
number of possible strategies for the eradication of illiteracy in Asia and the
Pacific.

The analyst of the National Studies has revealed that determined and sustained
national literacy efforts have succeeded to reduce illiteracy drasdcally within
five to ten year periods in many countries in the region in spite of many social
and economic consaints. On the contsary, the literacy programme of some
countries has failed where such determined and consistent efforts were missing.

The literacy experts now generally agree that each country should develop
strategies sdted to its needs and its political and socio-economic realities,
However, there are certath strategies which could contribUte significantly to
the success of national literacy programmes,

Addt Education to Support Soclo-Economic Development In the Region

AS discussed earlier, changes and development are fast and pervasive to all
countries In Asia and the Pacific. All countries in the region, both developed
and developing are attempting to improve their education systems th cope with
the fast changing technological and socio-economic situation and to meet new
challenges of the future.

In Japan, the scthntific and technological innovations, industrialization,
urbanization, prolongation of average life span, decrease in birth rate,
expansion of communication media and means of transportation have brought
extreme changes and the people are facing various new problems of life and they

are demanding lifelong learriing arraagements,

The Japanese people began to feel that the personnel equipment
gained in formal schooling is not sufficient to cope with such
divergent problems and a rethin)ing of education becomes an ever
increasing necessity.9

In the Republic of Korea also new changes and development have brought fresh
thinking on lifelong education.

unlike the early 1980s non-formal education as practised in the
Republic of Korea consisted of mass literacy campaigns, civic
education, agdcdtaral extengon study and adult education,
mainly conducted by NGOs. As the successfd execution of the
economic development plans from the early 1960s brought about
remarkable changes in Korea's political, social and economic
environment, however, it became increasingly apparent that
formal school education alone was inadequate and some form of
lifelong education woold he needed to prepare each thclilaual to
cope with the modern pace of life.

As a firm legal base the New Constitution revited in 1980 provides
for the promotion of lifelong education as a fundamental human
right (Constitution, Para 5 Article 29),10

Australia trys to meet current educational needs through adalt education,

Adult educadon needs in Australia are met by a vailety of
agencies, tht being the only means of providing the range of
topics with the various levds of expeitise demanded. Thus
universities, colleges and agicaltural extension services, as well
as health education agencies and a variety of others, are Involved
th the provision. The smaller towns referred to are not large
enough for these agencies to establish a permanent base for their
work,11

In Indonesia and Thailand, the non-formal education system t progressing side
by aide with the formal education system to meet the 'only chance' and 'second
chance' of youths and adults.

Although eradication of illiteracy is still a big challenge in many developing
countries th the region, there are some very important issues which are
demanding serious attention towards the fast development of non-formal and
adult education activities,

One such issue is that the formal education system has not been able to meet
demands for more education by the youths and adults, In order to cope with such
demands, non-formal education methods have been developed in many countries;
distance teaching, open teaching, correspondence courses, spare-dme
education, continuing education centses are some of the non-formal educadon
methods devised to cope with such demands as supplementary and complementary
to the formal education system.

But the problem with such non-formal education systems is that they are seen as
less prestigious and second rate education systems to the formal eduoation
systems. There is a sense of dissatisfaction, that youths, who get educadon in
soch a non-formal system cannot get prestige and privilege equal to the youths



who graduate from formal education creating social division and social classes.

That is why some sociologists say that non-formal education is an attempt to
cool-off the demand for more education by the poor youths, reserving the formal

educadon for the children of elites in the society,

It is urgent that the counties give serious attention to the non-formal
educadon system so that they do not become a second-rate system and the
graduates from the non-formal education system receive equal treatment in the
job market and in society at large.

A second tsue is the guesidon of relevance of formal education. Many youths

and adults find that what they have learned in the schools and colleges do not
make them fit for many of the jobs offered in the prevailing job market. Many

school and college graduates have to compete for a few jobs suited to their
qualification. In order to make youths employable, many countries are
operating youth tainlig and retraining centres like trade schools, vocational
educational classes, technician tel.:ling schoo, rural development courses,
youth taining centres, self-employment development schemes etc.

Bowever, most of them are ad hoc and seen as crash programmes.

Unemployment of youths is a very serious problem in many countries, There are

many reasons for this, but structural deficiency of the education system is one
sue which needs serious tbbking in many counties and this may be remedied

through better education plans and policy relevant to socio-economic
development plans integrating formal and non-formal education activities.

The Fourth International Conference on Adult Education (Pada, March 1955),
thus noted that,

guanUtatively speaking, ad& education had, on the whole,
remained stable or had even developed. Whether in respect of
the number of adults enrolled, the variety of programmes, the
number and variety of bodies responsible in one capacity or
another, and sometimes the magnitude of the efforts made, adult
education had continued throughout the world to be prominent
among the educational measures taken in the various societies and

must now meet three challenges: it must go hand in hand with
technological change, serve as a means of eradicahng illiteracy
and help to solve the major problems of our times, 2

This development is due, at least in part, to the fact that adult education is
regarded as one of the pre-conditions necessary in order to cope with the
upheavals connected with the rapid advances in science and technology, making

it possible to overcome some of their most serious and most harmful effects like

mass unemployment, which is rife in many countries. The economic,

technological and social changes that have occurred or become more pronounced
since the Tokyo Conference thus seem to have led to the outline of a new view of

adult education,

As scientific and technological development is proceeding at a faster pace than
workers can obtain qualifications, one finds for instance that there has been
vastly greater recourse in recent years, especially in the highly developed
countries (but also in some developing societies), to different types of
vocational training, thus facilitatbg changes in branches or types of employment
and hence facilitathig the horizontal and vertical mobility of the labour force.

The concern in most cases is not with retraining in the narrow sense but rather
with a form of training that takes the human dimension into account, in other
words, that does not reduce the persons undergoing training to mere automatons.
on tie contrari, the training is frequently directed at the many and varied
facets of the human being, tackling the broadest aspects of the sOects dealt
with, concerning for instance the dangers as well as the advantages of certain
technological and scientific changes currently being introduced.

The Fourth International Conference on Adult Education identified the following

four functions of adult 2ducation:13

Literacy and the grasp of basic language

The reduction of friequalities due to imperfections in the
education system.

Further vocational training and retraining.

The development of creatisity and participation in cdtural and
political activities.

Those functions vary in importance and in their respective roles from one
county and one historical period to another. In the industrialized countries
adult education is formed As conLnuant with school education. In the
developing countries it is supplementary and alternative to school education.
one of the most important conclusions of the Fourth International Coderence on
Adult Education and the Regional Consultation Meeting held in Bangkok on 24-27

May 1953 is that the national education policy and plan of the countries should
aim at total human resource development in the context of socio.economic
changes and development. The national education policy and plan should adopt an

overall approach integrating formal and non-formal education systems as
supplementary and complementary to each other.

As the countries in Asia and the Pacific prepare themselves for the 21st century
they are looking into the role and function of education for total development of
individuals and societies. In the process of rethinking of education the
educationts, development thinkers and common people have to take up the
challenges and opporturdies to look at total human development through all
types of education process and methods.

Rare the difference between school education and adult education shodd vanish
and new approaches should emerge.
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THE ROLE OF ADULT EDUCATION IN COMMUNITY SETTINGS
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This paper was the keynote address delivered at the Asian South
Pacific Bureau of Addt Education; Region 3 Conference, Macau,
29 October ,= 2 November 1986 on the Role of Adult Education for
the Development of Communities, organized by the Macau
Association for Continuing Educaton.

The terms 'Adult/Continuing Education' may lend themselves to many definitions;
but the common denominator for all these definitions would be the community; in
one form or another. Addt Education; with all its diversity in goals and
objectives, methods, participants and practitioners; wodd still represent the
needs, aspirations and potentialthies of communities of individuals and groups.
The term 'community' itseli would include broad categotles of individuals and
groups, while in special circumstances 'community' wodd mean special groups,
with special needs. In that context the role of adult education may differ from
group to group, requiring diversity in goals and objectives, in methodologies, and
in organization and implementation. Under all circumstances however, there
will be the fundamental need for resources, train*, and a considerable degree
of professionalism.

Formal education is being thcreasingly recognised as being primarily concerned
with the development of human resources and the same would hold good for adult
education. The role of adult education is not only to impart knowledge and
skills, but abo to change attitudes, to generate social and economic mobility and
well-being, to promote cultural and spiritual development, to inculcate right
values, to enable people to understand their own situations, and to mobilise and
empower them to seek thefr liberation from such conditions. Addt education
should also concern itself with the quality of life. All this LI essence is not new
to us in Asia, specially those Ln S.E. Asia, who also have been influenced by the
teachings of the Buddha, in some form or other. The 'Bodhisatve ideal which is
most prevalent in S,E. Asia recognises the potential of all human beings to
develop their human resources to the ultimate, till one reaches the final state of
perfection, or Buddhahood. In Buddhism it is the ultimate achievement of human
mind and spirit. It is a continuum, which progresses in stages towards the
ultimate realizadon, not in one life cycle, but in countless lives, in one's
sansaric existence,

Education in Asia has always been considered as a contibuous process, with
different emphasis during different periods of worldly life. In the ancient and
traditional sense one's education would begin at the very conception of the
child; when the potential mother would be exposed to such knowledge, attitudes
and practices to suit her condition. With the birth of the child, the process of
education or socialization will commence, followed by formal education in
language sk2s, life skilb, and moral education, or dharma. From the very
beginning education takes a holistic approach, so that one would acquire
knowledge, skills, training and attitudes which will stand in good stead
throughout this life, and will even benefit in the next life. Material and
professional advancement form part of material existence of youth and early
adulthood. Early education itself is a preparation for marriage and family life,
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As one advances in years, from adulthood to older adulthood, one is expected to
be less preoccupied with material concerns, and be more concerned with spiritual
advancement, eventually leading to a state of renunciation. This of course was

the ideal, being the endless pustit of knowledge, of perfection, and ultimate
liberation of the 'self' from worldly existence.

The world today t a much more complex place than in ancient times, and in such a

situation we may have to find new meanings and new relevance for old ideaLs, and

the ways and means of their realintion. For example, ignorance remains for all

times a vital area of concern4 illiteracy is only one aspect of ignorance. The

unprecedented explosion in knowledge would even make the literate ignorant of
many things, Tus places a heavy responsibility on adult/conting education
to design and devise ways and means of not only eradicating illiteracy, but
constantly filling the gaps in knowledge, and other forms of ignorance. much of

Asia in particular, is in an ever increasing grip of iLteracy, low productivity,
unemployment and under-employment, over population, and many other social and

economic evils. There is much disparity between men and women in terms of all
these social and economic disabilities, with women making up the more
disdadvantaged segment. A recent report from China focuses attention on some

aspects of such disparities. According to this report over 100 miilion rural
people are being trlined, over the next five years, in an intensified effort, to
bring prosperity to the Chinese countryside, thereby removing large cliparities
in development across Citna, as marUested by low producavity, lower standards
of life, persistence of ignorance and superstition, and lack of motivation among
women to work outside the home. This massive effort is aimed at the
intoduction of science and technology to the rural areas, to give the young
people one or two occupational Allis in agriculture and indus

Social and economic disabilides often place the disdadvantaged groups in
vulnerable situations. They may be considered dispensable LI international
financial and developmental cfrcles. They may be despecl by their own
'betters'. In such a situation, it would be Lucumbent on adult education to
mobilise the weak, and the oppressed, to make them feel sUong and aware of their

own potential, to make them conscious of their own situation, the causes which
have created their condition, the need for, and the ways and means of overcoming

their condition. This would require adtdt education to play a more activist role

than the usual catelystic role. Education should lead to organization,
mobilization and positive acUon.

People all over the world are confronted with many evils. Drugs, deadly

diseases, total destruction of the environment causing ecological disasters,
breakdown of the traditional social fabric, exploitation of fellow human beings

by others for financial and other gains, are a few of these widespread abuses.
These abuses cannot be overcome with education alone, They rendre the total
mobilization of the people, organizktg them to take contol of their own
destinies, In 1084 we were mute witnesses of the Bhopal disaster, when
thousands of _innocent people, including infants and children, had nowhere to run

or hide. More recently we saw the tragedy of Chernobyl, which left large areas
desolate, thousands homeless and many exposed to imminent death, or debilitating

diseases causing eventual death. Much of Africa abo has been the scene of
famine and human desolation, partly as a result of human greed, overpopulation
and over exploitation,

The greatest threat to humanity, as well as to all life on earth, is the constant
threat of nuclear war, At no other time ki the history of human existence has
the world faced such a threat of total destruction! Concerned scientits have
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estimated that it would take only six minutes for the two largest nuclear powers
to destroy the world. Undeterred by such gloomy forecasts, ever increasingly
the superpowers are perfectrig the means of total destruction of their rivals,
while deluding themsleves with the thought that their own delences would save
them from such a catastrophe. When one hears all the rhetoric expressed by the
superpowers, one begins to wonder who is more ignorant - the so-called
illiterates, or their opposites. In many countries adult education is in the
forefront of peace movements, no doubt not very effective at the moment, but
nevertheless having the potenbal to stem the tide and turn back the
juggernaughts of destrucdon, if all concerned people, all over the world, can be
mobilised into a common front. An effort in this clirection, small no doubt, was
recently reported in the Guarlian, when hundreds of families from three villages
in Bedfordshire, in England, organized !temselves and successfully prevented an
attempt to dump nuclear waste In their neighbourhood by the nuclear industry.

According to Buddidst cosmology the world will see twenty nine Buddhas, with the
last still to appear being appropriately cdled the Maitri (Maitreye) Buddha.
'Mai& means loving kindness, and compassion, not only for humanity, but for
all living beings. Perhaps Maitri Buddha is only a symbolic representadon of a
moral and spiritual cosmic force that is needed to overcome the almost itAncible
forces of evil, greed, hate, violence, inhumanity and destruction.
Adult/continuing education shotdd no doubt play an important role in the birth
and hiumph of this moral and spiritual cosmic force.
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The Development of Adult Education in Commurdy Settings or Comm
OrgaAizations

education in Japan after World War II has involved a constant
undercurrent of community organization, For the period of 1945.52, Japan was
under the occupation of the United States of America whose policy was to
transform Japan to their model of democracy.

At local level it meant democratic community organization; The guidance given
by the Occupation Authotity In Adult Education was based on the theory of
group-work and great importance was placed on the need to ensure equal access
to each stage of the decision-making process. This approach to adult education
was presented in The Method of Adult Education, published and distributed by
the Social Education Bureau, Ministry of Education in 1981,

At that time, the centres thr learning how to build democra.:c commuelties were
the citizen's public halls (Kominekan). They were designed to he the place
where people could meet together with the aim of improvIng the qualityof their
lives, nartruing citizens capable of making a positive contribution to the public
interest of community.

For further promotion of social education, includim adult educaUon, the Social
Education Law was enacted in 1949. The central part of the education policy
was then occopied by community-based adult education, its educational
programme being closely related to the inhabitants' needs in municipalities,
The fruitful outcome of this education cotad be ensured only by learners' being
self-motivated to study independently, Even at preeent, Japan's adult
education has been developing with the citizen's public halle. They currently
number 17,520 throughout the Conny (1984),

The high rate of economic growth, which started in 1955, has not always helped
democraWe and modernize the commuaties or lead to the construction of new
communities. On the contrary, it resdted La increasing urbanization, workers,
oarticidarly young ones, flowed into the cities, the nuclear family was born and
great changes in the social environment resulted. The links between community
inhabitants were weakened = the disintegration of rural communities began,
Such rapid economic growth caused imbalanced development due to air pollution,
water contamination, traffic congestion and so on, and made inhabitants feel
uneasy about the continuance of their life, They started a movement towards
the protection of their life.

Tm response to this movement, the Government came forward with its social
development policy instead of its economic development policy. In 1969, the
Economic Planning Agency of the Government of Japan made public The
Restoration of Hunter lard= IA Community Life and suggested that the new

communities must be groups of people built end maintained on the basis of the
inhabitants' motivation and responsibility, aiming to meet their diverse needs
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and realize their dreams and ambitions,

The Ministry of some Affairs announced its idea of The Model Communias and
larger blocks of municipalities were formed and each admtnistrative zone
expanded accordingly. This resulted in the community inhabitants' sense of
isolation dimierishing. The model community was a planned reorgarlization
replacing the old neighbourhood association of villages and towns, It aimed at
reeestablishing commuraty seat arid improving liteg enviroeeent by
encouraging self-government. The Ministry set up community centres to provide
the community with the opportunity to learn about community affaks and also to
train the community leaders. There are 1,962 (1983) community centres
throughout the country.

In the social education administration, the Ministry of Educationhas introduced
the concept of liielong education into the proposed educational programme,
aiming to promote, ie a positive manner, the learning of matters related to
people's actual life in the community, including education and welfare, and to
develop self awareness through voluntary activities. The education programme
was aimed particularly at housewives who now have increased leLsure time due to
changes resulting from the high rate of economic growth, The aim LS to develop
women's ability and to enable them to participate to a greater extent in
community actMties.

The educational programme for housewives consists of a training course in
womee's voluntary activities with supplementary field work for those who finish
the course. This involves making an on-the.spot study of voluntary activities,
What is worth noting here is that the voluntary activides provide the
opportunity for volunteers to participate Le community organization, and develop
sufficiency and self-awareness. The activides are considered to be of help in
enabling volunteers to develop and utilize their abilities,

The Agency for Cultural Affairs, Government of Japan, proposed that cultural
activities closely related to the people's daily life be integrated into the
community project1 it aimed to encourage the organizadon of cultural
activities by people still living in the community, La order to strengthen friendly
relationships and establish cultural Identity. An idea for cultural activities in
the region was iiftoduced, in which the aged, with knowledge and experience, and
the housewives willing to be of service, participate b.: activities. They function
either as leaders, motivated by goodwill, or as experts in arts and culture,
making a contribution to the development of these activities in their own
community, It may as well be said that new the time has come for the society in
which its members are tied with each other vertically to change to the one in
which they are tied with each other horizontally,

Present Situation of Community Education

As previously stated, just after World War II, adult education in Japan adopted
an important role in the building of a new democredc nation. The high rate of
economic growth secured coefortahle amenities and community organization,
which realized the aim that "all people shall have the right to achieve the
minimum standard of wholesome and cultural livbigll mentioned in Article 29 of
Japanese Consdtution. Accordthgly, the concept of community education ki
Japan can be said to be one of educational activities integrated with community
organization and community action, the following presents the current state of
activities, which includes:



education for inhabitants on their awareness of being members of
the coinmunity

education to improve theiz ability to self govern

education to estsblish a network proldding information on
opportunities for learning these activities and pracUces

Educmtion for Inhabitants on Their Awareness of Hdeg linters of the commmity

A community Ls a local group in wIdch people live and maintain family Wel
sharing in the benefits or ftadvantages of the same living erndronment. In this

community, a person is expected to take a stand on self=independence, tights and

responsibilities and to participate with MIMI:5ft feelings and aims toward the goal

of common community. That is, community educadon must he conducted ift such a

way as to help individual inhabitants become independent, socially minded men
and women in the community: To that end, education must first help each
learner to know, as a living entity, the problems of their permanent livtg
conditions and community, and to become aware of the necessity of learning how

to solve them, and then to start self-motivated activities of learning.

Programmes:

To help people living ti communides strengthen their
consciousness of being dwellers withii the community by letting
them have access to tradidonal culture or participate in cultural

activities with greater bihiaUves on their part.

To provide people with the opportunities of haVing personal
contact with many other people living in the same community and
thus removing prejudices,

To provide people with the opporturdy of learning the actual
state of the community through visits to factories in the
community.

To have sympathy and understanding towards others and to gain

insight into the effects of one's attitude on them and to establish
new relations with others = desirable human reladons.

Education to Improve Their Ability to Self -Goveri

The responsibility for httlding the community Ls now being shifted from facilities

and institutions to people. The facilities and liistitutions are the organizations
rendering assistance to people's activities and provitng the resources for the

activities. People have to voice their opinions and to act Ln a positive manner.

Programme:

How to communicate with others one's views and opinions in a

clear and exact manner (learrdng of formal speaking and official

writing).

In order to participate in community planning, inhabitants must

send as many representatives as possible to take part These

representatives must know how to set up and organize a special

committee and to that end, must be prepared to learn the
necessity of prior consultation, ways of speaking and preparing
materiab, and follow=up activities.

To learn how to conduct group surveys and identify the needs of

the community; to find where problems lie, discuss what ought to

be done and put into acdon the fincligs of the surveys.

To increase support and participate in activities to help people
gain knowledge and skills necessary for public relations
activities, such as writing, speech-making, printing, use of word

processors etc;

How to participate in community service or voluntary activities
with knowledge and skill

How to establish a network of informadon and acUvities through

close contact with voluntary organizations other than the one to
which they belong, working together towards common objecdves.

problems

Now the Japanese economy has entered a period of continuous growth and the
percentage of aged people in the pagadon has increased, tax and other social
burdens have become greater. Under these circumstances, it has become of
great importance to review the role of public administration as well as to
demonstrate how social palticipation could play a vital new role LI bu2Lng a

creative and stable society.

The present day is said to be the age of local commurdy and cilture in Japan.

tnhabitants have become more conscious of man's mind than of thlIgs. They are

turning their face from materialism in order to enrich their own life in terms of

its quality. Meanwhile people are becoming aware of themselves as the builders

of tbe community;

Community members consist of not only adult men and women and the aged people,

but also children and handicapped people. Everyone is encouraged to recognize

all these people as community members. Education activides should integrate

these people's needs into learning programmes and commurdty activities, leadilig

to full social participation.

Makoto Yamaguchi,

Professor at Kanto Junior college,
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Introduction

Indonesia, which was under Dutch colonial rule for more than three and a
half centuries before she succeeded in regaining her independence OnAugust

17, 1945, is an archipelago consisting
of 13,550 Wands, nearly half of

which are uninhabited.
This archipelago forms a crossroad between two

oceans, the Pacific and Indian oceans, andabridge
between twocontinents,

Asia and Australia.

There is a greater wealth of
ethnic diversity in Indonesia than perhaps

anywhere else in the world. More than 300 ethnic groups and about 365
languages co-existhere,

althoughBahmaIndonesialthenationallanwage,
is spOken eVerywhere.

The population of Indonesia is the fifth largest in the world after the

People's Republic of China, India, Soviet Union 4nd the United tates.

According to the latest population
census held in 19801 Indonesia'S

PcPUlationwas 147,490,298. At the end of 1985 this number Is estimated tO
have increased to 155,153,500. Indonesia has a pOliCyof reducingboth the
birth and death rates The latter through an improved standard of liVing
for the people.

In terms of geography, 6119 per cent of the population
live on the Island of Java WhiCh conStitaes only 7 per cett or roughly

735,000 square miles (1,904,000 square km) of Indonesia's territory,

In the field of education, Indonesia's 1945 Constitution states that the

objective of Indonesia's independence is to promote the intellectual life

of the nation, where every citizen is entitled to obtain education, and the

government is to provide the one national education system ani to promote

national culture, based upon the philosophy of Pancasila. Within this
context, Indonesia's development plans in education have been focusing on
bringing this vast ana diverse population to an acknowledgement of

belonging to ORO nation, to a feeling of safety ana prosperity, and to a

possession of the human and physical resources necessary for urban and
rural development. Thus, education has been, andwill continue to be, the
key element of the development process of the nation,

Nonformal Education

Like that of any other nation, the
education system of Indonesia can he

divided into two complementary subsystems: the formal eduoation system,

encompassing formal schools from kindergarten to university; and the

nonfOrMal education system, encompassing less than one yeat courses,

learning groups, apprenticeships and self-study at home and in the
community,
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Within the structure of the Ministry of EducaH.0(1 and Culture of the
Republic of Indonesia, the Directorate of Community Education or
Direktorat Pendidikan Masyarakat,

abbreviated a$ PENMAS, has been given
the task to set and carry out a program for_the promotion of community
education. The programencompassing the development of primary education
and proficiency is directed to providing members of the community with

study opportunities, in order that they may be able tt acquire a decent
means of living. The target population is those members of the cOMMunity
aged 7 44 years who have never been to school, who failed to complete
their studies, whohave completed

their studies at a given school but dO not
have the means to continue,

or those whowish to acquire more knowledge and
proficienCy.

The implementation of the program embraces the following five main
activities: (1) combatting the three 'blindness', tamely illiteracy, or
inability to read and write Latin

alphabet and figures, inability to speak
Indonesian as the national language or inability to enjoy primary
education; (2) stepping up the numbered

improving the quality of study

programs for participants to enable them to earna reasonable living; (3)

enhancing the development of study groups, social organizations and
nonformal educational institutions as part of the national education
system; (4) promoting the nonformal education subsystem; and (5)
stepping_ up the community's

eagerness ana ability to participate it
nonformal educational activities.

During REPDLITA IV the fourth Five Year Development Plan (1984-89) the
prograM is to cover 17,000,000 people, comprising

of 12,300,000 community

members aged°1-44who are illiterate,
and 4,700,000 aged 13-29 whocan read,

write and compute, through vocational
institutes established and tun by

community members (Pendidikan Luar Sekolah Yang Diselenggarakan
Masyarakat, abbreviated as PLSM).

The Total PENMAS System

The cornerstone of the PENMAS system is the program le* Paket A. The
shortened word Itejar is derived from

two Indonesian words bekerja meaning
towork, and belajarmeaningtostudyor learn. Theworakejaritselfmeans
to pursue. Thus this program is meant to allow work and study to blend
together and support one another, with the aim of pursuing study goals as
quickly as possible. The prOgramkejar is formed armee set of learning
materials identified as Paket A.

Paket A consists of 100
illustrated booklets written in the national

language. The first 20 booklets contain about half text and half
illustration. In each booklet basic reading, writing

and numeracy skills
are mixed with supplementary exercises, illustrations

and one or two-page

stories on nutrition, citizenship or saving plans, While the remaining 90

form the village encyclopedia about health, agriculture, Indonesian

culture and historyand other subjects of need and interest. PaketAis the
brainchild of Professor DrW.P. Napitupului birector4eneral of Nonformal
Education, Youth and Sports in the ministry of Education and Culture of
Indonesia, and is meant for illitereteS

and primary school dropouts.

In the futare there will be also Paket B designed for people who have
finished Paket Atand for priMary school graduates and dropouts fromjunior
high school Paket C will be for those who have finished Paket B, for
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junior high school graduates and seftior high school dropouts. When all of

these learning packages are completed, Penns will have a full nonformal

education curriculum:

Vocational Skill Training

%supplement the PaketAprogram, Penmasmanages and encourages vocational

skill training in home industries and marketable skills. Tutors who have

knowledge and skill participate in a course, learning group or

appreeticeship with people who want to learn the skill. The tutors are

paid for their contribution by the students or by government organizations

supporting the project,

Batik designing, brick making, home gardening, motor maintenance, radio

repairs, carpentry etc, are among the types of skill training that Penmas

has facilitated.

Family Life Education

The role of women is eritical to Indonesia's development, since women are

quite often being given secondary attention in education, especially in

rural erne,

Elements of the Family Life Education Program or PendidikanKesejahteraan

Keluarga abbreviated as PEE, are similar to that of Paket A and vocational

skills program: But there are also special parts of the program focusing

onknowledge, attitudes and skills thatwomen can utilisemost successfully

to enhance the development of their family as well a$ their community:

Family planning, nutrition, child care and sewing, are some of the subjects

that make up the Family Life Education curriculum, The vocational skills

and learning fend programs that lead to income generating activities are

also stressed, TheFamilyLife EducationProgram is a program that focuses

on the concerns of women and uses all of the other Penmas programs for the

benefit of oxen.

The Learning Fund

Penmas realises that knowledge and skill are only the beginning of the

learning process in.the scheme of improving one's life., To make those

efforts more fruitful, the Learning Fund Program is set up to help learning

activities become productive income generating activities.

The Learning Fund provides loans up to Rpl ,900,000.00 ( $US611.25) to groups
as well as to learning institute organizers who wish to turn their learning
skill into sallescale enterprise. The loan is given through the
intermediary of the local government bank with the purpose that the group or
person concerned would become familiar with banking transactions and

become 'bank-minded'.

Once a group has begun to make a profit, they pay back the learning fund loan

to the Bank so that it can be used by a new group. Each group should act as

an example to the others in utilizing the learning funds, and the learners

ef the first group can become the tutors of the new group. The Learning

Fund is also meant to be a flexible program that Can bend to meet local

needs. The decision about which group or learnieg institute organizer
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will receive the loan is made at the local level.

The Program Xejar Paket A which provides the basic education experience;

theVocational Skill Training provides specific skill ability; the Family

Life Education does both of the above with special emphasis on needs and

potential of women, and the Learning Fund Program provides the capital

necessary to make the learning result productive: All together constitute

the total Penmas system.

Some Facts and Figures

The rapid growth of the population, the vast distance between one island and

the others, the limited budget that the government can provide, are among

the things that constitute the enormous task and problems in the field of

promoting nonformaleducation. It is impossible for the government to cope

with them alone without having the support and active participationof the

community, That means that education is the responsibility of not only the

government, but also of the members of the community as a whole:

In the efforts to enhance nonformal education, the Penmas has formed 21

different sub-consortia whose members are selected from ameng prominent

figures in the related fields. The task of the sub-consortia involves

devising curriculum and education methods and preparing materials for

state examination. In supporting the training activities, a large number

of learningmaterials for teachers and organizers have beenmadeavailable.

Thesematerials include (1) amanual containing the Decrees of theMinister

of Education and Culture of Indonesia and those of the Director-Geeeral of

Community Education, Youth and Sports concerning the enhancement of

nonformal education; (2) a manual concerning the standardization of

education for 18 types of skill and proficiency; (3) learners text-books

for basic, ifttermediateandadvanced level comprising 9 types ofeducation.

There are three nonformal education organizations that have been

contributieg a great deal to the development of nenformal educatien.

These organizations are (1) HP-PLSM Association of Nenformal Education

Organizers; (2) RISK . DIKLUSEMAs Association of Indonesian Nonformal

Education Teachers and Examiners; (3) Organisasi Profesi various

associations of profeesienal people. These three organizations.orlroups

of organization are theMitra Pemerintat or the government comrade in arms

in prometing the development of nonformal education,

Within ten years (197646) the number of nonformal education institutes

established and run bymembers of the community has increased from 3,921 to

7,569. Participation in stete examinations has also increased from75,937

to 132,568. The number of state licensed learning resources or teachers

for nonformal education has increased also to 1,992 persons:

In the effort to obtain ideas originating from real experiences in the

community, Fenmasencouragesandcoordinatestheconductingofsymposiums,

seminars and workshops held by nonformal education organizations. It is

understandable that only the community itself knows precisely what is

needed and what the obstacles are, in promoting nonformal education

activities in the community.

To support the enhancement of nonformal education, and in the framework of

cooperating with international adult education organizations sueh as



MAE 4nd DVV, the teachers
and organizers of nonformal education have

participated in the followirig activities:

ASPBAE Region 3 ConfereaCe in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Action Learniag Program (ALP1 ia Siagapore, Hong tong,

MalaySia and Thailand.

DVV Summercourse in West Germany

SeminarandStudyTourinAustralia,WestGermanyandGreatEritain

ASPBAE Region 3 Conference in Macau

Through these activities,
Indonesia is expecting tO learn how tonformal

education could be best handled and that ultimately the community member4
Will benefit from the knowledge, ideas and experiences gained overseas:
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TRENDS IN KOREAN VDULT EDUCATION

Korean Association of Youth

and Adult Education

This paper has been published by the KAAYK as a service to
adult educators in Asii and the Pacific who are interested in

learningmoreaboutthehistoryandroleofadulteducationin
Korea)

Korea, 'the land of morning
calm', has always been of strategic importance,

acting as a landbridgebetween
the continent of East Asia and the islandsof

Japan only a few hundred miles away. While invaders from both sides Of
Korea have used the country

as a jumping off point for their attacks, Korea
has acted as a cdtural

bridge between China and Japan in times of peace:
Although closely related

tvChina in terms of culture, Korea
haSmaintainedits own independence

and individuality,

Since the turn Of this century,
hOwevet, Japan began tO rule Korea with the

protectorate treaty of 1905 and
finally with the forceful

annexation Of
this Country to Japan in 1919. Japan not only introduced their school
system into Korea but also forced Koreans to abandon their culture by
requiring themito use Japanese

language in their daily life, tochange their
traditional family names into Japanese style ones, toworship the Japaaese
eMperot as their supreme ruler, and

finally to follow japatese Shintoism,"
Korea remained in desperate

poverty and hada 70 percent illiteracyrate at
the eai of World War II,

After beiag liberated from Japan in 1945, Kom also Suffered political
turmoil which eventually led to the tragic war between South and North
Korea, Since then, the government

has made certain efforts in literacy
campaigning, educational reform, and economic recoastruction; however
these efforts have been interrupted by the student

revolution in 1960, the
military coup in 1962, and

political unrest after the assassination of the
former President Park.

tespite the political
disruption and uarest, Korea has made remarkable

progress inindustrial development and economic growthduring the period of
the 1970s and 1950s.

This progreSS is indicated by the increase in per
capita income from $u594 in 1960 to $US223 in 1970 and $U51,080 in 1983;
exports jumped fro% 32 million dollars in 1960 to 8835 million in 1970 and
21.7 billion ia 1982;

iaaddition, the illiteracy rate has dropped from76
per cent in 1945 to 5 per cent in 1975:

Though such rapid progress has been made possible by the competent
leadership and efforts of the government as well as the industrial and
business sectors, there is no doubt that education has played the most
important role in the course of the nation's development:

"Education is
the key which unlocks the door tO modernization";

consequently, any form
of moderni2ation

requires a change and
improvement in the knowledge)

attitudes and skills of the people who are acting participants in the
process of community life and development:

until the early 1950s adult
education in Korea mainly consisted of masq

literacy campaigns and civic education supervised by the Ministry of
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Education; rural extension service by the Ministry of Agriculture; and

night schools and other adult education programs conducted by private and

voluntary organizations. In these programs, the students participation

in the enlightenment movement in rural areas has been the traditional

highlight in the history of adult education in Korea.

However, since the late 1960s, along with the rapid industrial and urban

development, new forms of adult education have emerged and have been

growing in many sections of the country, especially, in_the government,

industries and business enterprises, aswell as inothervoluntary sectors.

Oa of the remarkable developments in adult education is the formation of

legal provisions for adult education in the 1970s and 1980s. Alongwith the

Education Act of the Ministry of Education, Presidential Decrees haVe

created the Correspondence University (1972), the Correspondence High

School (1974), High school and Classes for Working Youth (1977) and the

Recurrent Education College (1952). Above all, a unique Adult Education

Lew WdS finally enac ted in December 1982.

The Vocational Training Act was enacted in 1976 (complete revisions in

1976, 1981). This Act stipulated a vast investment for workers education

on the part of business and industries, which brought the creation and

expansion of vocational.training centers in Korea, The legal provisions

Stich as the FreSidential Deere° On The NatiOnal Organization of Saemad

Movement was enacted in 1972 and the Government Officials Training Act in

1973, The Rural Development LaW, reViSed in 1978, provided the authority

for rural extension programs throughout the country to the office of Rural

Development,

Above all, the ever-growing national concern and provisions for adult

education have recently been systhesized in a clause in the new

Constitution (revised in 1980) which reads "the State shall promote

lifelong education" (Constitution para 5, Art,29).

The lifelong education clause in the Constitution implies the fundamental

rights of the people to learn and the responsibility of the State to provide

them with the opportunities and facilities. It might be a reflection of

the fact that the people have come to realise that formal schooling alone

does not prepare then prOperly tO cope with the challenges and problems of

their rapidly changing environment.

The intention of this paper is to introduce the new emphasis and

developments in Korean adult education - trends which are closely related

te the political, economic and cultural demands of the society. This

concentrated study covers the period starting in the 1970s and continuing

thereafter.
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Vocational Training Program

Non-formal education in Koreahismode its ownc=ontribution to the_nation's

economic development by providing basic vocational training and quality

upgrading programs for workingpeople

Since the Vocational Training Act vas first ena=ted in 1976, the Government

has made a great effort to expand the vocational training programs for out-

of-school youth, The Ministty0 Labor Affadre has encouraged private

industries and voluntary orgnizations to Anaot vocational training

programs according to the guidelines of the VrNw-cational Training Act. In

1984 there were 82 governmenttrainingcentrm with 30,000 young workers,

21 authorized voluntary training centers with 8 ,, 840 people , and 180 Inplant

(business and industries) Training Centers wAth 21,683 workers

Saemaul and Farmers Education

The Saemaul Movement is a national campaign for c=ommunity development aimed

at iMproving the spiritnal utality and economic progress of the nation.

Even before the launching of theSaemaulmoveme=at in the early 1970a, there

had been a large number of rural development lgrojects supervised by the

Ministry of Agriculture throughout the count:Ty during the 1950s and a

similar kind of national effort designed by the government during the

1960s, namely the National ROCOnStruCtion Moligement.

However, with the advent of the1970s such rurama development projects and

national reconstruction movements were propeiLled by and integrated into

the newnation-wide"Saemaul-Ondong"-thenewczommunitymovementinNorean

terms.

This movement is conerned not only with the re=onstruction of the material

aspect of the nation, but also with the revitalL zation of the spiritual and

moral aspects of national life as a whole. The aim of the Saemaul Movement

is to achieve these three basic goals: (1 ) moral reconstruction, (2)

economic prosperity, and (3) national integrtion.

In terms of moral reconstruction, themovement ,rophasizes the formation of

values and attitudes of tbepeoplesaohasdilirenoe, self.reliance and co.

operation, The hard-core taskOfthe New coattanay movementi however, is

to secure national power and consequently to rise the living standard of

the people in the wake of econotoprogress. Unlike other countries, the

campaign also emphasizes natiosal integration based on national security

because Korea has been under constant tbreat and challenge from North

Korea.

Saemauleducationfinds its roleinthisconteXV=. Namely itisintendedto

facilitate the promotion of the Movement through reliance on the

educational process. In ordu to achieve I:he goals of. the Saemaul

Movement, the government has established a Saematil Leaders Training

Institute and conducted varimm programs ramtlging from one week to two

months training and producingH,000 traineast; annually.

The Saemaul Leaders Training Institute, which aeads all the other Saemaul

educational programs throughout the nationf inffers three main courses:

(a) a course for local communityleaders, (b) ia course for women Saemaul

leaders, and (c) a course for higherranking ofricials, business managers,



intellectuals, and other leadersof society. The following three featurem
are commonly stressed in these courses: p=esentation of the experiences
ef successful village Saernael leaders, acting rather than talking, ane
self =evaluation through group lisousion,

In the beginning, the Sawn), Movement aim4 to improve the environment ard
living standards of the rural tomity whL ch vas then far behind that of
the urban community. Thus fall scale progrtnnvarm deployed not only for
the training of farmers in agricultural skills but also tor helping rural
people improve their living conditions and ways of life along with th
modernization of the nation...

Correspondence Education

Even before the introductien of the lifelong education concept in the late
1960s, there had been increasing criticise e:if and a call for reform in the
existing Korean education systa, whiCh cclusively adheres to formal
schooling and entrance examinations to hig%r education institutions. As
in other countries around the world, the existing school system has come to
a dead end and is no longer able tD cope with the challenges and problems of
its ever-changing enviroment brought on b.e the rapid technological and
industrial development.

Upon the rising demand for more education on Lbe part of out-of-school youth
and adults, it was felt that some provisionm should be made for those who
have missed the formal scheoling and no longer have opportunities f or
learning.

After three years of inteesive preparetin, the Korea Correspondence
College was established in Secel National university in 1972. This
college can be viewed ag one of tho reuerkabl. outcomes of education reform
in Korea. It maintained a igloo nellege status until 1932 when it was
promoted to a five year university and thus 13ecnne independent from seoul
National University.

The new University has 119,624 students and it degree awarding departments,
including Agriculture, English , Elenentarir Education, Home Economics,
Public Administration, and COmPetanicience There is also one department
offering junior college level counse in Ea_Tzly Childhood Education.

Instructional methods in the KoreaCorrespondence University are through
(1) self study of textbooks, (2) working a assignments, (3) listening to
radio broadcasts, (4) correSpoudence and (5) attending a periodical
lecture session at the local eooperatthg universities. Upon a precise
evaluation of assignments and seholing and a final examination, students
are awarded a university decr%,

Meanwhile, after two years of experience of the Korea Correspondence
University, Correspondence Nigh 8chools wer founded in 1974 in Seoul and
Pusan. They provide learning oposaities for those who were unable to
receive high school eduoetion after middle schoolor junior high school,

Women's Education Programs

After Korea was liberated from japan 1r1 115 and new democratic
institutions began to be introduced thereafter, a considerable amount of
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concern and effort has beeratrde in adult td uoVOlor wonMc who were then
considered as a deprivq SAcIlal of the ornohlkyleas far as freedom and
education were concerned. bever, filok - Vel,AuCatinezDn programs had
been sponsored by private vd4untary otaWile until the 1970s when
the government began PayieN dantiOli tee kdtducatio= for women by
establishing provincial are kcal women's anans,Aere ran:jar programs of
adult education and ieinue dme activek "seen weer Te offered:

The adult education 14clias for worlietn n! djjdd into three
categories: (1) educetiu) fm urban .iou,se\iit, Z) education for
female workers, and (3) evtiorl for Yibamet1 Aeal ,7!=tunities.

Among various adult edoutiXograms 00,,IdOtt in fn.wrea, education
for urban housewives ham bon of the frt105k MO ono organized by a
number of voluntary wonien' unganizatick.:Ls 110" Agioes rclups

There are 11 provincial gl%n'sconters arltl - 24 lAoltzeos c=-nters of which
10 are privately sponeoted, 1ne amount o ayypriget ce these women's
centers ranges from $U522 millimiri Fusado fhui1ionn the Cheju-Do
Province, In 1984 it waS repectsd that a toMa1 c wenlon participated
in various programs orclant:d by these i'slOrfitU (Mtge,

Among these educational peoon, the YWCA See4 gt 0r ptc..gram would be a
good example. The prograran alibis Chaptht--:- yd into six categories
all related to education foomare (1) vuncatirytraini, (2) guidance
and counselling work, (I ) copular eduoation, 110raMs f7or a part-time
housemaid service, (8) ertie school tipeatioy ic those preparing for
marriage, and (6) other hohrlassas. Tl-ne \Atolitel ttening has been
undertaken for the project:. stitled "Betek. kifttl Ake for Kornen" in
nontraditional jobs such as ollpperinq, il1dIar4 pedant ine, These
jobs have previoesly been otc04 by nen bout Wizale tte-ainees are now
employed upon completion af the trainlieK, niu1ng all.L the women's

organizations, the Yid ha4 rovided wO nP n1th oP=Portunities to
bring their problems for molting, elle Ornate in short lecture
programs for their personal, duelopment. JA`INschcol is also one of
the popular courses for uneornd youeg Wresorneh k\vinsy urbar= communities:
The YWCA bride schOol, which iS110 weeKs Coe-etintet .(xludes fetily planning ,
flower arrangement, cooking call iqra 1,..j.sh and other
liberal subjects. Many of ttuse were iePactely as other
special educational cournas tngether with h1Ô iing, yoL-e-th education,
health education and other physical eXer.---"-qsles

Most educational pregrams tOnie workoz..-4 4e 014d to nlality control
as a part of the Factoq, 5401 movemnnt aCtv whiot contribute to
increased productivity and iped workinvg ccApAl overwhelming
majority of textile and %Atonic factOrY woeVe fernal_e and they are
in great need of quasi.NAdonron-formaLl o(16:0to seraoplement their
shorter schooling....

Another feature of adult educettou for Non iiiiiieyNAtin for applied
nutrition and ferm mechteey organd t Off to.ce of Rural
Development, ,.which in 105 launched a fattro i!!!) trainZug course for
rural women in addition to tklatton rural yczoottt\501 t trairang focuses on
how to check troubles in pea tillers arid Notilv ykrY on-A how to drive
them.



Another recent development in adult education for rural women is the

campaign for primary health care OdaCatiOn sponsored by the Korean

Association for Adult and Youth Education in association With ASPRAE and

ICAE. A workshop on primary health care and adult education for women Was

held in December 1993 at Keimyung Technical College in Daegu, Korea to draw

attention to the concept and importance of primary health care education

for women and find ways and means of disseminating those ideas and

techniques in rural communities in Korea.

School and University Participation

One of the recent outstanding features of adult education in Korea ig the

community school program. The interaction between school and community is

typically reflected in adult education programs in the school which

originated from the community school concept. Though the community school

idea came into play in the later 1950s, the organization and programs had

been rathergovernment oriented and thus could not bear genuine fruit until

the end of the 1960s when the voluntary movement for community schools

started;

one of the important features of the community school adult education is the

organization and activities of the Mothers' Class in elementary schools,

All the elementary schools throughout the natiOn are expected to organize

their Mothers Classes although some of them show some drawbacks and

problems in the number of participants, facilities, and the quality of

adult teachers.

Successful caseg of adult education programs have been reported by the

pioneer schools organized and sponsored by the Korean Association of

COmUnity Education founded in 1969. Thete are now fifty-six pioneer

schools and eleven local associations linked with the Association

throughout the nation..

A development in adult education since the beginning of the 1970s has been

university participation in organizing adult and community education

programs on a voluntary basis. Though these initiatives and efforts have

not been uniform or developed on a large scale, it implies significant

meaning in re-examining the role of higher education institutions and for

the future direction of adult education in Korea.

Although Korea has a proud tradition of student service activities for

rural communities since the 1930s, there has not beenany thought or efforts

on the part of university faculty or administration in providing adult and

community education programs for the people outside the university

boundary. The new and sincere efforts to link the university adult

education in Korea still face strong challenge and resistance from the

faculty members who think that the university should be the monopoly for

academic research and teaching the privileged.

In 1968 Iwha Women's University started a credit course of community

service and education Seoul Women's College also has conducted a

similar program for rural service of the students as a partial requirement

of their regular course on rural community at the college.

University adult education programs in the traditional terms of extramural

studies or university extension were inaugurated at Keimyung University

Center for Community Education. A committee on adult education,

formed by interested members of faculty in 1970, launched the

first pilot program for housewives in the community; In January

1971 the committee secured financial support from the municipal

administration and launched the first pilot two-month courae with

three hours of classes daily....

Besides Keimyung University's ventures in adult education, more

than 20 aniVenitin and local colleges have more or less

conducted certain programa related to adult and community

education with the support of the local government or partly with

funds provided by the Asia Foundation in Korea.

Prospect

The recommendations Made at the Third Unesco World Conference on

Adult Education in 1972 have encouraged member countries to work

on adult education legislation a$ an integral part of the

national education ayatem ie the context of lifelong education.

Many countries including the Federal Republic Germany, Norway,

the United States, Thailand and the Philippines, have enacted new

adult/nonformal education laws or decrees and some countries have

reviSed the adalt education related laws and regulation along

with the principles of lifelong education laid down by the Unesco

world Conference.

The Republic of Korea was no exception in this matter. The

Korean Commission for Unesco convened the first national seminar

on lifelong education in 1972 and later conducted a series of

Surveys and workshops on lifelong education, some of which were

focused on adult education structure and organization in the

Republic of Korea. it is also during this period that new laws

and regulations related to adult education have been enacted or

proclaimed and finally brought the stipulation Of the lifelong

education paragraph in the new Constitution and the creation of

the new Adult Education Law.

Based on those firm legal foundations, new forms of large scale

adult education enterprises have been instituted by tha

government, industries, schools and universities and other

voluntary organizations. Newly emerging adult education

enterprises involve leadership training and community education

related to the Saemaul Movement, a vocational training plan

sponsored by the government and industries, correspondence

education for the out-of-school population, and the expansion of

women's education programs.

However, the sudden expansion of adult education in the 1970$

created new problems concerning the quality of adult education

workers and over-laps and conflicts among adult education

organizations and agencies. To solve these problems, the Korean

Association of Adult and Youth Education was founded in 1976.

It i8 expected, that, in the future, the Association would take

the leading role of coordinator among the government, industries,

and adult education organizations and provide useful materials



and workshops on adult education
for the professional growth of

its members*

The above paper on Trends in Korean Adult Education is available

in full from The Korean Association of Adult and Youth Education

(see list of addresses at 00 of this section*
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ADULT EDUCATION FOR THE YEAR 2001 CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS:

THAILAND

Sunthorn Sunanchai
Nonformal Education Department

Bangkok, Thailand

This paper was presented at the Asian Regional Seminar on the
Role of Aduk Education mid Mass Media for Civic Education, New

Delhi, India, 10.14 September 1985.

Adult education t found to have existed in Thailand since the country was
settled. In fact, it existed long ago spontaneously and unofficially and was not

a system organized by any agencies. This paper deals with organized adult

education and is divided into three major parts: it begins with an historical
backgound of adult education in Thailand, from it inception as the Adult
Education Division in 1940 to the present time as the Nonformal Education

Department The second part gives an overview of the present status of adult
and nonformal education programmes in Thailand in which education is viewed by

the N FE Department as a lifelong process. This part will as well present a brief
description of the current programmes organized by the NFE Department. In

the last part; an attempt is made by the author to view and anticipate the futmre
prospects of adult and nonformal education in Thailand in the next 15 years.

Historical Backgound of Adak Education t Thailand

Earlier in the process of nation-bidding, the Buddhist temples were the pillars
in education, playing the most dgnificant srole in providing educational
experiences, moral, vocational, intellectual, artistic, as well as self.defence to
Thal youths and adults.

Since the time of 'Wig Rarakamhaeng the Great (1279-1300), the Thai people
have always had some form of learming from the temples, and later on from the

scheds. During the long reign of King Rama V (King Chulalongkorn the Great);

close associations with foreign countries were developed. Consequently, the

Thai people adopted many new concepts in education from western countries, and

schools in a modern sense were established at that time. The first education

which was organized formally as a system in Thailand began in 1884. The

Education Department was formed in 1887 and later on was upgraded to be the

Minist-y of Education to take responsibility for education of title whole country.
The fthst national education policy was proclaimed in 1 898,(

While the formal education system was growing and extending gradually over all

the country, little was heard or known about adalt education. Then in 1937 the

first national census rexealed that 68.8 per cent of the popdation over ten years

of age were illiterate.4 As a result, the government decided to embark on a
nationwide campaign to eradicate illiteracy by providing education for out-of-

school people. Adult education Was thus formally introduced, and the Adult
Education Division was created within the Ministry of Educaton to take this

responsibility!

When it was first launched in 1940, the Adult Education Division had as its main
duty to provide literacy skills and an increased understanding of democratic
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prine -les, Later on, it was periodically broadened and improved in terms of

objet ves, scope of activities provided, methods, strategies and so on. Adult

Educ:ation progressed gradially unW 1944 when the effects of World War n

brought addt education to a halt. After the war, adult education in Thailand

was revised and improved ie order to have its scope of activities fit the many
changes which resulted from the war, particularly the economic situation. Thus

at that time the scope of addt education programmes was widened to include not
only literacy programmes as before but general basic knowledge and various
types of vocational education were aLso introduced to suit the needs of people tn

each area, enablthg them to improve thek day-to-day occupations and economic

situadon. Besides, a local public library was atho established in some dot-ids

in order to keep the rural population informed.

Over the years, new ideas, strategies for organizing adult education and a
number of projects for improvement were introduced and launched. For

instance, th 1957 the Thailand Uneseo Fundamental Education Centre (TUFEC),
which was a cooperative project between the Thai Government and Unesco, and
which concentrated on rural people; was established in Ubonrajathani Province.

Uperience and ideas obtained from this successful project influenced the Adult
Education Division to concentrate more and more On rural people and also extend

the objectives of adult educadon activities provided. Therefore, the change

during this period was a direct resdt of unesco initiative, Since then the
adminitradve system has been improved to decentralize the organization and
transfer authority to each local area. Ey the late 70s, regional and provincial

networks had been established in each province. The Addt Education Division

at that time was improved and upgraded in status to be the Department of
Nonformal Education (1979). It duties and scope of responsibility were
extended broadly throughout the country. Adult or nonformal education was

then expanded to serve as compensatory education for those unable to continue
formal schooling. Later on, a broader concept of nonformal education evolved

and it role was viewed as contributing to the Lifelong educatioe system.

Present Status of Adult and lionformal Education in Thailand

In Thailand, adult and nonformal education has been recognized as part of
Ifelong education, which covers human beings' lifespan beginning from birth to

death and consisting of formal schooling, nonformal edecation and vadous tYPeS

of informal learning. The Department of Nonformal Education which has taken a

leading role hi the development of addt and nonformal educaUon programmes,
has viewed the education as an integral part of life and society end the process

as a lifelong one. This lifelong education process consists of three main
components: basic education, current news and information and skills training

development. These three component are inter-related. For example, as the

child emerges from its mother's womb, s/he needs some rudiuntary skins in life,

basic education. Later, as life gets more complicated, s/he finds that what s/he
has gained earlier th basic education is not adequate; s/he needs continuing
education and a stream of updated, current and relevant information to survive;
As a part and parcel of this, skills training will buttress/assimilate the two tyPas
of education (basic education and information service) and carry the learner
further up the latter to reach maximum self-expression and fulfillment. It is
believed that these three components wM provide people with opportunities to
acquire knowledge and skills essential to fulfill their needs and to cope with the

changing environment throughout their Metime.

Basic Education - is the means to enable people to know how to read

and write and to get hold of general concepts, all of which will become tools for
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acquiring further knowledge.

Information Service - is the continued step from Basic Education and
aiJss to enable people to know about new developments, new seienWic knowledge
and new facts, which may be utilized by the learner in support of daily life, The
Information Service will include the use of books, pdnted matter, radio and
television programmes, movies, video and other relevant media. Books and other
read* mateidal do not only provide people with tnformation but are also
necessary to promote the habit of reading and thus helping to reduce the degree
of relapse Lnto illiteracy. It is thought that literacy alone is not enough to
assi.lt the literates in improving their livelihood. One who can read may not be
able to get hold of all kinds of knowledge existing in the world if the books are
not available. Of course, literacy is only like an instrument to be used for
acquiring further knowledge through reading; thus literates who lack the
opportunity to read a variety of books and printed materials will be lacking in
knowledge regarding the world or the local situation, and therefore their
literate capacity cannot be fully exploited for a proper livelihood. Another
important factor is that those who have undergone a short courne of learning for
say six months, or even for a long course of 4 years, but do not have the
opportunity to read for a long tme, will find that their literacy capability
relapses to the extent of being null and void,

Skills Tr-41111g = Human beings' education should not only be aimed at
the aspects of cognitive dematn or intellectual educaton, but the aspect of
psycho-motor domaln, which includes practcal work, shodd be studied. One to
this concept a form of skills practice through short-term training, 1.e! interest
group learntng and other training, is provided. This skills trahring includes
agriculture, home industries, home economics and trarling1

it should be emphasised that education is supposed to be a continual lifelong
process; learning should not be suspended as long as one is breathing.
Lifelong education can be pursued in many ways e.g. some part through the in-
school system, some through out-of.school and some from other sources like
libraries, village readtng centres, radio/TV programmes, movies, videos etc.

The following are current programmes and projects organized by the NFE
Department as classified under the 3 categories of educational services hi the
lifelong education system:

guic Education

The Department's responsibility in this
programmes for adults who have missed
have dropped out. The purpose is to
provide learners with basic tools for

area is to organize nonformal education

the opportunity for formal schooling or
build up an educational, background to
living in the society:

Ideracy Campaign Project The National Literacy Campaign
Project was launched in response to the policy set forth by the
government and in recognition of the importance of literacy skilLs
in the development process of the nation. The government has
set the target in the fifth National Social and Economic
Development Plan (1982=86) to reach approximately 1.5 million
illiterates. The campaign aims to provide the opportunity for
those who have not completed the fourth grade of educatioe and
are unable to read and write simple Thai to obtain basic literacy
skills.
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Emotional Literacy F-rogrammes: This progamme provides the
opportunity for illiterates or graduates from the national literacy
campaign to pusue their education. The programme whioh has a
primary school equivalency certlfication combines the teaching of
literacy skills with the development of problem solving and
critical thinking abilities. The curricela are based on the needs
and problems of the target groups. The pregrammes are
organized Ln different types of learaleg, e,g1 classroom, walking
teacher volunteers, 13uddhist monks, hilltdbes, military recruits.

Functional Litency krogram (Equivalency Educaon): This
programme is organized to provide people haviiig no chance to
study tn the formal school system with 311 opportunity to receive
education which is functional in content and at the same tine,
entitled them to obtain certifications equivalent to primary and
secondary education. The cuticula focus on problems and issues
adult learners are likely to encounter tit their daily lives1 the
programme Ls high in demand and is (row orgaeized in public
schools, factories, pdvate organizations, militari units and
prisons. It is expected that through this programme out-of-
school youths and adults will continue to develop knowledge and
skills acquired from learniog and become better prepared for work
and have access to higher education.

Radio and Carrepondence Educatton Propane: In
recognition of the increasing demands for functional and
equivalency educaton, the radio and correspondence education
programme was launched in 1977 to serve people who are unable to
attend regdar functional education classes. The contents of
the programmes are similar to the functional and equivalency
programmes but the learning and teachlig process are avided into
three components; listening to radio, studying correspondence
materials and following weekly or bimonthly activities suggested
by the learning manuals and group meetings. Currently radio and
correspondence play important roles in both in-school and out-
of-school education. Radio can be broadcast over wide areas
where land transportation facilities do not exist.

News and Information

Once a person has attained basic educational tools a constant and up-to-date
supply of news and information is an important ingredient for self improvement
and adaptation of his/her ways of living. With the adoption of the concept of
lifelong education, and the recognition of news and information as essential
education services, more systematic attempts are made to provide up-to=date
news and information to the public,

The Department of Nonformal education provides the following programmes under
this category:

village Reading Centres
Public/Mobile Libraries

Peblicatioes for Rural Readers
Mobile Audio Visual pails

Educational Radio and Television Programmes
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Mobile Exhibition Units

Science Museum and the Planetarium

National littory Museum

Sld Ds Raising

Skills training is the most widely organized activity in the current nonformal
education programme. In order to make a living, people have to have some
vocational OM to enable them to improve their livelihood, The glajOr

programmes organized under this category are:

Interest Group Learning Programme (for any skill requiring less than 30

hours)
Short-term VocaUonal Traintng ?rogzaorges (100-300 hours)
The courses provided cover a variety of topics it 4 major areas:
industry home economics, business and agrictiltze.
Long-term Skills Training Programme (4-5 months). Titis is organized

in terms of the intensive trebling courses by several agencies. The

programme generally aims to develop group work, influence character

formation as well as imparting skills, The participants wM reside LA

the training institutions for a period of time during which they will
participate it group activities, take lessons in theory, and learn skills

through practical expedence.

Nonformal Education in the Tear 2000; RecommendatIou for Future Actions

These thoughts are not based on any authoritative source, because we do not
haVe a national long-term plan of nonformal education covering up to the year
2000, They are the views of the author based on experience and past trends.
These provide us with clues as to future feasible methods of provision of
nonformal education in Thailand.

To trace events, or their tendency, toward the year 2000 is quite Eifficult, but it

is hoped that the essence of this paper may be of use for exchange of ideas among

educators about what may be focussed on as the future mission of nonformal
education assigned toward the benefit of communites, nations and humanity as a

whole.

Litaacy for All

Defore reaching the year 2000, Thailand will probably have so many literates,
that it can be claimed that there will be no one who is iLterate, Such an

anticipation is attributed to the fact that currently the compulsory education
provided tl Thailand covers all, or almost all, of the school-age population,
while some minimal number of those left unenrolled in the school, or being
dropouts, still have the opportunity to study under the out-of-school system

which Ls provided both in the forms of functional literacy and the literacy
campaign. Hence, the chance of eradcating illiteracy before the year 2000 Ls
feasible1

ccrently in Thailand the illiterate population aged 10 years and upward
accounts for about 10 per cent of those in that age group. The number of

illiterates will continuously diminish, and even though the rate of such decrease
is only 1 per cent per year, the aim of illiteracy eradication will be attained by
the year 2000. What enhances the possibility of this hope being realised 15 the
strong intent of the nation to provide a basic education service which includes
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the expansion of education to cover the popidstion of all groups of both sexes,
all ages and of all areas. This area has been strengthened recently in
preparation for taking such action in the future.

Better Attainment of Equality in Education Opportunity for
Both Sexes

From the statistics of education in Thailand since it was arranged into an
education system (thwing Ring Rama V ) up to the present, it is clear that in all

school levels, namely primary, secondary, high whoa and university education,
the students of the two sexes are of roughly equal number. Also it is qiilte clear

that we have had for a long time the policy of allowing both sexes to have an

equal chance to participate th education. Nonetheless, from high school
upward, some particular branches of knowledge are taken up by one rather than

the other, due to the old Thai tradition that the male should study son subjects,
while the female should take others. For instance, females prefer to take the
subjects of home economics, dressmaking and linguistics, and more !fides choose

to learn the subjects of engineering, architecture and administration. But

currently the difference in selecting sutdecth between the two sexes is becoming
less and less, as more female students begin to take subjects formerly
monopolized by male students such as administration; engineering and

architecture. Tbus it may be anticipated that in the future equality in
educadonal opportuaity between both sexes will be more and more realized.

Similarly, for nonformal education in future equality in educational opportunity

between the popiilaUon of both sexes win become a reality.

IsformatIon Services in all Communities

At present the government has set up about 20,000 village reading centres. There
are 00,000 villagesin Thailand, which means that we have information service
centzes covering one-third of the possible total village populadon. The
information service centres, even though not fully uplipped with

books/document and other printed matter, are furnished with the most useful up-

to-date material. Each centre is supplied with 2 newspapers plus other
documents and material, provided by other government agencies. Hence it is
believed that the information service centres may be sources up up-to-date

information which will be of much use for upgratng the knowledge of the
population.

The Nonformal Education Department expects that it will be able to extend the

number of reading centres to cover all hamlets and villages throughout the
country by the year 2000, so that by that time people in every community will get

tbe benefit of this information serdce.

Broadened Opportunity for Continuing Education

Nowdays there are many people who 50 have no chance to study in the lower and

upper secOndary school because of poverty and other unavoidable otcumstances,

The Nonformal Education Department wili certainly take further action for such
people to try and give them the opporturdty to study general education courSes
through the nonformal education system, such as Adult Functional Educadon
classroom programme levels 4 and 5, Radio Correspondence Programme and other

courses for out-of-school individua. It LS therefore expected that the
continuity-of-learning programme will be extended to cover all areas and various

groups of people like the hilltdbes, coastal migrants in the south and other
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minority groups in Thailand.

Besides contnuing education being under the programme of providing the general
education certificate, it is anticipated that the teaching/leaming in accordance
with people's isnterest or individual's need for particular subjects, would be
conducted widely in the forms of interest groep, postal correspondence,
seeinars, trailing by the IFE Deparcment and van'ous government and private
sector agencies.

More ParticIption from the People in Nonforital Education
Management

Formerly nonformal education management was mainly conductecd by goverment
agencies, while the chance for the people to take part was very scarce, But
from the beTinning of the present phase of the Social and Economic Development
Plan the participation of public organs has beet' acknowledged. Their role in
planning and managing development projects carried oat in their localities has
been increased; People have been trained to asaist with the activities concerning
their commueities so that they can conduct their relevant works with more
confidence. It is expected that by the year 2000 public or community
organizations will become strong, and able to undertake the roles of planning and
managing various projects efficiently. These organizations include the sube
district councn and the village leader/committee members.

Variety of Patterns of Educationd Providon to be Increased

Before the year 2000 the management of nonformal education responding to the
population's needs will be ticreased in its variety of provisioh. In general the
people win have more opportureity to choose what will be suitable to their
condition and interest. For example, they might decide whether to learn by
themselves, or in Troup, or in the classroom system out of the same curriculum.
They will be able to make decisions about what kieds of learning media they will
use, such as printed, radio correspondence, TV or video, individual instruction
or other mem; The prominent point for the future is that the freedom of
learning, wide varieties of learning eieb and numerous varietiee of leareing
patterns will be available to adult learners; It is therefore andcipated that in
the year 2000 learners will have more oppertunity to utilize nonformal education
services-.

Schools vOlt have Region:MEI ot Provide both Ile School
and Outeof -School Education

In the year 2000 schools will broaden the role of teaching and learning in the
classroom to cover the provilion of education for general community members.
Currently, as a result of family pnfting policy in Thailand, the number of school
chEdren has decreased, so that the teaching task of teachers will also be
reduced and they will have more free time; thus the surplus energy may be
applied to providing education to community members, Hence, it would be
tantamount to the management of educadon for the people of other ageegroups
other than the current accepted school population.

Cone beton

The pattere of nonformal education in the year 2000 as described might be
thought as a dreamelike imagation. But if the general society has a etrong
determinatien to provide the service to cover all groups of people of both sexes
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who have lees opporteeity to obtain all kinds of knowledge, such a dream win
ceftaiftly come true. And even though the commurdty lacks a relevant resource
to be used for achieveeg this target, if the people are willing to cooperate
wholeheartedly in playing a role in the process of nonformal educadon
management, such mass energy will change the supposed imagination ieto the
truth. If people in the community help themselves the quantity of work could be
enlarged thdefinitely. For example, the government may have funds for oely
50,000 people per year, but if the people joth in helping themselves the quantity
of work can expand many hmes. As we have a large population, if only 10 per
cent agree to volunteer to help with out-ofeschool education, this will greatly
increase the provision over and above that provided by the governmeet. The
only problem iS how to get a clear understandthg among the common people to
convience them of the valee of helping oneself and urging them to render
cooperation for thie purpose.
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ADULT/CONTINU1NG EDUCATION IN MACAU

Lawrence Tsui
President,
Macau Association for Contiming
Educatdon

This paper was presented at the opening session of the ASPB AE
Region 3 Conference on Adult Education for the DevPiiipment of
Communit4efl held in Macau, from 29 October - 2 November 1986.

'Total Development of man' is one of the important objectives of adult
educaUon. Man can never be developed vocationally only, but needs to develop
in such a way that he can handle his own problems In a fast changing, modernized
society. In order to clarify the term 'total development' I would like to try and
relate it to the development of a country.
A wen-establiMled country also needs 'total development' so that it can keep on
developing steadily, otherwise social disorganization and social problems will
&else.

Generally speaking, development of a country can be considered to Include both
economic and social aspects. The economic aspect of development emphasizes
the utilization of materialistic resources while the social aspect emphasizes
upgrading of social_ welfare. However, both aspects of development are serving
to improve the quality of human life. Thus, there ought to be good coordinaUfion
between the two, though their natures are different. Many moderaxed
countries like Japan, U.S.A., USSR, etc. tri decades past put too much emphasis
upon economic development and only began to advocate social development when
social problems had become obvious. TheiA- experiences have been a good
example of unbalanced development. Recently, a new rlirection to call u?on
Chinese people to think about their 'socialistic spiritual life' has shown how the
Chinese leaders have already taken seriously the idea of 'total development' of a
country. In our own country, Macau, balanced development must also be
adopted.

undoubtedly adult education has an important role ill promoting social
development to counteract the promotion of only economic development. How
has the recent devlopment of adult education in Macau coincided with our belief
in total development'? Let us review the history of adult education in Macau.

The economy of macau was underdeveloped in the 1950s and 60s. Adult
education at that time meant literacy and basic vocaUenal training. It was not
until the end of the 70s and 80s that dramUc economic growth began which
attxacted to Macau a great number of new immigrants from China. Populativn
growth, economic prosperity, demand for new jobs and free competition in the job
market were reasons for bringing adult education to a high-tide such as had
never happened before. At that time, the University, the voluntary agencies as
well as plimate institutions, were organizing different leands of adult educational
activities to meet the learning needs of local people. More and more
educational institutAons were being set uF4 In fact our Macau Association for
Continuing Education was also founded at that ti.mie. Locally, the objective of
our Association is to promote and coordinate adult education, within Asian-
South Pacific and international settings. The Association tries to link up with
the international network of adult educators for the sake of sharing experiences
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and metual support. In Macau, adult --duoation activities ran trA past ftr
years had a strong vocational orientatio=. This has given the g4noblic tio
impression that adult education simply means 'vocational trero,

According to the 'total development' concept and the funkfoo of akt
educatoni we have to defend that adult education is much Fiore tloncaticriel
training. As a matter of fact, adult aduzzcatlon can be even deficisidaltny fora
of education, or training; that ia 110 within the existing fOztt iucation
system'. Therefore, in spite of promoti=g a correct concept of 461Milcation
to the public, we need to specificallnr promote the social AVt f adu
education; e.g. interpersonal relatiowiships, civic education,- Idly life
education etc,

Ha)ricany, 'educa4on' was the proces._ of transferring trarttioso,ture soci
working skib to the new generation. Mfter the social instituf.losIstion of
education, the formai education systersa was seen as the whole ,of tie sociAl
institution and the kdnowledge that a yraling man got from the foMdlicationd
system was expected to be useful all =Ilrough his life,

This way of thinking had its historical hckground when society 410 sociAl
change, small progression in techno1oy na the strong social cotitedarted br
high religious and moral standards. Ohviously; the formal edocctionl systeo
once codd meet the demand of the traditaonal society. liOweverp

and industrialization have brought dras=c social change, knocAemplosion
and, of course, many many social problomas. Thus, the 'total devOnnt of 0

man is being jeopardized by the unfamLlazity, tension, kar e10. modetn
society.

In modern society, the concept of 't0=4 education' has been iltdiced to
indicate an integrated educational systo= which incledes pee-sennamatiori,
formal education, adult education, far-Idly educaton and soa.tatt tcatioti,
Adult education, in addition to litera=y and vocational treinkAngt give
special priorities to family and social ilidiacation

In Macau; formal educadon has been eata Wiled although improverhetho to be
made. But how about adult education (1=nr non-formal education)? Uy 1 caL,
your attention again to the concept Of 'tp-ctal education' and 'total.. Catloperit
of human beings'. We must establish a helanced, integrated edum*stem
Macau. Especially, great support must be given to the develeha eclat
educatiron.

Accordingly, both the economic and s1l aspecto of adult eductirh Macai,

have to he developed in order to enlince the 'total develoki of our
territory, For the former aspect, commer=ial enterprises are expettito play A
vital role in professional and vocational_ traidng which aro beriqUll te the
economic development of Macau. On tle other hand, governasrtsi adult
educational agencies are expected to comsider running more social, kiting],
activities such as civic education, womea education, education fet Nrotire4,
family life education and so on,

One more thing that I need to mention i= that although the OA ttionkl
activities organized ti the past few years in Macau have been meSt.1,yuot1,onaJ,
training courses, social education had 41% been done by a leo oluntary
agencies, Thesc educational acUvitiem include interpetoonal rtonship
trakbg, leadership training; civic eduaicetion, family life eduqvtis, public
affairs, voluntary services eta. I hope tIrlat more adult education *atlas

and voluntary agencies wnitA more educational acidsities t=at are directly
related to social development, Nth the realicatton of this 11=pe, oul Macau
society, as well as every citim, may possibly have a 'tctal.r. development'.
Besides having a prosperous ecomy may we also expect social stability and a
happy life?
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CIIINESE ADULT EDUCATION

The Department of Adult Education within the state Education
Commission, (formerly the Ministry of Educatic.n) has produced
several publications in English and Chinese explining the role of
adult education in China. A, list of those to Damd is included at
the end of this extract.

Adult Education

Adtat education refers to the educaUon of all th.on who are engaged in
productive work and civil service, used today as a general term for peasants',
workers', and cadres' education. The relevant deperteeent in the Ministxy of
Education adopted this term in 1982 as its name, that jr41 tLe Department of Adult
Education,

Social Education

By custom, education in China is divided into three categories - family
education, school education and social educaUon. F5iily education mainly
consists of education to pre.school ctWdren and teenager; school education is
beneficial to young people; while social education, on rh other hand, is maidy
dizected at adults. The forms and content of social edit_cation are extensive
and varied. In China, apart from classroom teaching in .nn organized, planned
and systematic way, the rapid development of libraries, inumseums, newspapers and

magazines, literature and arts, cinemas and theathes, muSi= and paintings, as well
as repots and lectures which are often organized by inStatutions and Pi, A units
etc. have become important cOmpOnerb of social educatonc., playing a significant
role in enriching the knowledge of the people. WhaL new Chia was ffrst
founded, there was a depagment of Social Education ftstablished within the
Milistry of Education it the Centel. people's CoveZxihnt.

Workers' and Peasant' Education

Workers' and peasants' educadon refers to the edimmUon of workers and
peasants as well as cadres of woricer or peasant origik...

In December 1949, the Ministry of Education conveinftd the First National
Conference on Educational Work, Which stated that edzEction should lay its
emphasis on serving workers and peasants and schools shmr_14 be open both to the

children of workers and peasants and to young Worker s. and peasants,

As workers and peasants make up the rnainstheam of adult and, to highlight the

importance of workers' and peasants' educaton, the tern was commonly used in

the fifties and seventies as the nee of relevant bodies or institutions and in
formulating document and compiling teaching matenals

Sparetlee Education

This earris its name from learning knowledge in spare tirie after regular work by
workers and peasants, To devote sparetime to study Le thft main feature of adult

education. Much attention and sepport haa been ea hed to this form of
education by governments at different levels, The use Of this term showed that
stress was laid, for a certain period of tine, on the forms OE adalt education, that
t, to organize teaching outside regular working hours,
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Azociation of Ada Eduoatie= of Chtla

This is a nationd, mass organiseSton, of adult education. The objectives of its
acUvities are to meet the nees of socialUt modernization, to strengthen the
theoretical studios of adult ed --ication, to mobilize and organize efforts of the
oommunitieS so nu to further develop adult educaiton and to heighten the

cultunl scientific Ld technical levels of the people and to train
personnel needni by the socigliAst consthuction. Its main tasks are as follows:
to assist governmental inst_iti_mitons of adult education in mobilising and
organizing all Nople to take pazzt in the work of adult education; to strengthen
the relat1ons4 with internatipeonal organizations of adult education; and to
promote the exchange of infOrz nation and experience on adult education with
foreign insUtodocs,

DepertMent of Adult EduCetiotia

The role of thi Department iz_s to asstt the miriister and vice.ministers in
drawing out pidelines and policies on adult education; to formulate
regalationsi nios and measures for institutions of adult education at all levels;
to study and monitor progress or= work; to organize the exchange of experience
and to partici* in interne -tiKonal activities of adult educatdon.

Peasan& Educton

Peasant& education refers to CI ze education of adult peasants who constitute the

major component of chinsin prwductive forces.

The task of peaks' education is to organize the broad masses of peasants into
study classes ot poliacs, eultraire, science and technology, with the aim of
turning peasanti into labonrer with socialist consciousness, a fair amount of
educator' and knowledge of St7tience and technology.

With regard to illiterates and trilose peasants who have not yet graduated from
primary sohooh, the main taek is to help them become literate and complete
pnmary education, so that tlienr may acquire production techiilques and basic
sciendfie knowlkge. As for ±inose who have graduated from primary school,
elementary technological and eneral cultural knowledge at junior secondary
level are taught; and to those who are above the level of junior rrdddle school,

vocational and tnchnical educantion of various forms are furnthed.

The process of msants' eduction is closely combined with the process of
agricultural ptiuction. The teaching content reflects different needs in
production and daily life apd the teaching materials should be defthitely
relevant and pnctical. The oorgaaization of teaching is closely linked with
production withlerning candolted mostly after work hours. At the same time,

some can N relaosed wholly Or= partly from daily work for studies,

The vastness ot the rural areams, imbalance between the development of the
economy and edocadon, differetraces of conditions in running schools, different

financial situations of peasanr L.tudents, household duties, eagerness to learn as
well as differonces in age, 5x, cultural level, and energy of assimilating
capabiaties alicontribute tt) th complex nature of peasant educadon which has
to be diversifini and flegitcile. There are, therefore; regular classes,
scattered Stud/ groups arid iandividual teactiing; systematic cultural and
technical iaittrIg r'td spegalechlical training, teaohing by broadcasting or
corresponcence iou teacning 07=y lectures on spacrar topics, etc;
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Peasaats' education is of a mass character. Chlia's consistent course of action
in this field has been to follow the mass line, that is to say, mobilise social
forces, including prodection units at the grassroots level, the Commuritt Youth
League, the women's federations, rural primary schools and middle schook to run
evening classes and conduct other kinds of educational acdvities, mobilize
intellectuals to participate in teaching, and rely on the masses to keep the
peasants' education going smoothly,

Peasants dways attach importance to practical effects, not oaly in production,
but ato in learning. That is to say that what they learn must be applicable and
bring forth practical effects. Teaching materials used th their schools must
meet their real needs In certain fields, For example, the contents of courses
for the elementary readers are combined with scientific and technical knowledge;
while the teaching materials of general knowledge coarses used In primary and
secondary Schools are full of knowledge LI applied science and technology,badly
needed in the countryside. Methods of elicitation are adopted in teaching;
theories are integrated with practice, activities of teaching are combined with
the dissemination of technicd know-how and scientific experiments. All these
methods of teaching are well adapted to the realities of rural areas and the
mentality of adult peasants.

Elimination of Illiteracy

Those who are unable te read 500 Chinese characters are regarded aS Miterate.
The aim of the literacy campaign is to foster the abilities of readthgl writing and
caledating and it aims to teach them at least 1,500 commonly-used Chinese
characters, The targets of the anti-illiteracy measures are those Oterates
aged between 12 and 45 years of age. Illiterates or semi-literates aged more
than 45 are welcome to take part in literacy activities but are not considered as
targets of the campaign.

New literates must take examinations organized by educational units at
grassroots leveL The units report the reselts to higher authorities, and, upon
approval, issue diplomas to those who have passed the examinations, villages
which have in the main accomplished theth task of eliminadng illiteracy report to
governments of townships so that they can check the results and also to
governments of counties for inclusion in the records and so on up to the State
Council level, Individuals and units which have made sigaificant contributions to
the anti-illiteracy work are commended and awarded,

The three guiding principles for anti-illiteracy are: to block all possible ways
for the emergence of new illiterates; to eliminate illiteracy in the main among
people aged from 12 to 45; and to raise the cultural level of all those who have
newly become literates by organizing them iato different classes, so that they
can continue theil. learning. The first measure is achieved by having boys and
girls under the age of 15, who have not attended primary school or finished theth
courses in primary school, organized into morning, evening, or half--day classes
to enable them to finish the main courees of primary school.

Quick methods of literacy teaching have been developed as it is believed this is
the most effective way of helping adults. This consists of three processes;

1, To teach students fthstly to ninese phonetic alphabets (21 initial
consonants, 35 simple or compound vol 1,11, so they can familiarize themselves in
relatively short time with these 56 p, oei.;dc alphabete and the way of spelling,
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whieh are used, so to speak, as their 'walking sti .;')(81 (i.e4 means or
ietermediaries) and with which they can learn and read new characters and words.

24 With the help of the 'walking sticks', the students can learn more
quickly new characters and words in large numbers, Even if they cannot
memorize them at first occurance, they can consult the dietonary with the
'walking sticks', By repeated consultations of the dictionary they will be able
to master them.

3. Students do a lot of reading and exerckes in order to sustain what they
have learned during the first two processes, The third is the process of
consolidadon and assimilation which takes longer than the two preceding
processes.

For the adoption of this methed, it is necessary that fthstly teachers have
sufficient training, secondly, learaing is uninterrupted. Students should be
released from their daily work and follow the courses given at schooL Thkdly,
students concentrate on theth studies without external interference, fonrthly, a
strict system of teaching management is established.

Teachthg by integrating rading with dissemthation of popular scientific
knowledge is the extension and development el 'teaching words frequently used
in recordg workpointh'. In the countryside, after the establishment of the
system of responsibilides for production, peasants have great enthusiasm for
learning and applying scienffic knowledge. They aspire urgently to iategrate
the elimination of illiteracy with the dissemination of scientific and technical
knowledge, so they can leara both culture and technology which they can put to
immediate use tn producUon to increase economic benefits. It is, therefore,
advisable to take popular science and technology as contents of teaching
materials,

Workers Macedon

Workers' education in China is a type of adult education taking in-service
workers as training targets. Its math functlon is to provide training for all
workers to enhance their quality. On the one hand, it raises their political
consciousness and cdtural level, and on the other, it helps train a number of
technical and managerial specialists who will be profesdonally competent,

The targets of workers' education are workers, managerial personnel, technical

Personnel, service personnel of industrial and mini.ag enterprises and other
trades as well as staff members of government and non-government bodies.

The task of workers education during the Sixth Five Year Plan period is to
provide training for every worker in a planned and systematic way, effectively
improving the political consciousness, scientific and cultural knowledge of all
workers as well as their occupational and administrative competence, and to
edtivate, by means of find-term rotational training, a large number of highly
qualified professionab and capable people well equipped with knowledge of
modern economics, science and technology,

Cakes' Education

Cadres' education is a type of adult education for government employees at
vadous levels. Its basic task is to enhance understanding of cadres ot Marxist
theory, professional managerial and scientific knowledge and cultural level, to



make them qualified personnel firm on socialism and possessing the necessary

professional knowledge,

Cadres' Formal Education has two levels, higher education and secondary

educadon. The former's training objective is to make cadres reach en
educational level equal to that of a university or a college. It may take various

forms, such as cadres' specialized classes of higher level run by the Party's
schools at central, provincial or prefectural levea, cadres' specialized courses
organized in fia-time institutions of bigher learning mandated by the Party
Cental committee or departments under the State Council, provinces,

autonomous regions and municipalities, or Cadres' Management Institute

thdependently created hy concerned departmenU of the CPCC, the State Council,

provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities. The above are an fdl-time

studies. In addition, there are a.bo parttime universities for workers and gaff
of government organizations run by the Party, governmental bodies of the
central, provincial, autonomous regional and municipal levels. In addition, a

great number of cadres paiticipate in correspondence education, broadcasting
and television adversities.

Secondary education for cadres provides education equal to that of full-time

junior and senior secondary schools, or specialized technical schools. Various

remedim courses, specialized classes of secondary level, can he organized by the

Party's schools or cadres' schools at various levels. Workers' sparetime schools

or full-time workers' secondary technical schools also accept cadres in-service

tD study.

There are also short-term rotating classes for cadres. Training of this type is

flexible. Its duration varies from one to three months or three to sLx months.
The contents of the study are comparatively unified. It only requires the
tzainees' awareness of the basic theory of Marxism, Lenirdsm and Mao Zedong

Thought and that of one aspect or a particular issue of the Party's lines, policies

and principles to be heightened.

There is also provision for cadres' continuing education. This is intended to

refresh their knowledge. The trainees are cadres who have received secondary

or higher education and who need to refresh thefr knowledge structure and to

enhance leadership and admIqistrative abilities gained in their work bY
participating in in-service continuing education.

The above information about the role of adult education in China was

extracted from a very useful booklet prepared by Chinese Adult
Educators, entitled The Glosesary of Chinese Adidt Education, 1985,

Bang China. Requests for information about this and other
publications shottld be addressed to The Depaitment of Adult Education

of the State Educaton Commbsion (see address at end of this section).

Other booklets produced in Chinese and English by the Department include:

C e Correspondence Courses in China

A General Survey of Workez-Staff Education in China

Peasant Education In China.
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